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Through the Kia Environmental & Social Report 2005, we, at
Kia Motors, disclose the breadth of our efforts to improve
environmental, economic and social values.
This year s Kia Environmental & Social Report, published for
the third time since 2003, contains the major activities of Kia
Motors aimed at efficiently using resources and minimizing
the discharge of environmental pollutants in the production
and resource utilization processes while providing customers
with safe, high-quality products through constant
development of technologies.
This report also includes the focused endeavors of Kia
Motors concerning fair and transparent management
practices, while also outlining our efforts to continuously
create jobs.

Guidelines for the report

Kia Environmental & Social Report 2005 follows the Global

Reporting Initiative(GRI) 2002  Sustainability Report Guidelines.

Details of the guidelines are contained in the GRI index.

Scope of the report

This report sets out to disclose our economic and social successes

both in Korea and worldwide.

KIA M O T O R S
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THINKING about

TOMORROW
In addition, the report contains details of environmental successes

in Korean operations(Sohari, Hwasung and Kwangju plants), and

our efforts in the Korean and international markets towards product

development.Our 2006 report will include the environmental

achievements of our major business facilities at home and abroad.

Contents of the report

This report principally deals with our activities in environmental,

economic and social areas between 2000 and 2003. All information

and data has been carefully reviewed by internal experts.

Intended audience of the report

This report has been published for all of Kia Motors stakeholders.

These publications are distributed to Kia s shareholders and

investors at general shareholder meetings. This report is also

provided to our customers, employees, business partners and other

interested parties. The publications for 2003, 2004 and 2005 are

available for viewing on the Web site of Kia Motors as well.

Report publication timeframe

The Korean edition of the Kia Environmental & Social Report 2005

was published in March 2005, and the English edition of the 2005

report is scheduled to be published around June 2004.

Kia Environmental & Social Report

2005
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Our natural environment is the theme of the 21st century.
While fulfilling its responsibility as a flagship company in the
national economy and thereby contributing to achieving the
universal goal of “Harmony Among People and Nature”, Kia
Motors has made strenuous efforts on many fronts to realize
the common good by seeking a balance between
environmental preservation and social responsibility.

Kia Motors publicly announced its commitment to this goal
through our 2003 Global Environmental Management
Declaration and our Declaration on Globalization of
Sustainable Management. Kia Motors’ environmental
management prioritizes respect for the present and future
value of the environment as well as the fulfillment of our
social and economic responsibilities as a member of the
global community. Under this belief, Kia Motors pledges to
develop environment-friendly vehicles, establish non-
polluting production facilities and sincerely fulfill our social
responsibilities, thereby realizing Sustainable Development.

In the third year of our environmental management
declaration, Kia Motors’ multi-faceted endeavors are
beginning to bear fruit. Since becoming the developer of
Korea’s first fuel cell vehicle, the Sportage, in 2000, Kia
Motors gained further recognition around the world for its
superb technological capabilities by developing the second-
generation hydrogen fuel cell Sportage in 2004. Kia Motors
plans to unveil the Pride, another hydrogen fuel cell model, in
August 2005.

Kia Motors unwavering efforts to build non-polluting
production systems were exemplified when it was awarded
Environmental Management System (EMS) certification,
designated as an Environment-friendly Enterprise and
honored with the Presidential Award for Environmental
Management . At the same time, Kia Motors aspires to
create a world of mutual prosperity and happiness by
providing wide support for programs involved in social
welfare, environmental preservation, culture and art, athletic
advancement, academic development and global cultural
exchange.

This year s publication, entitled Kia Environmental & Social
Report 2005 , presents our past achievements in
environmental management as well as Kia Motors
determination to become a 21st century model company of
environmental management. The realization of Sustainable
Development represents the pledge of Kia Motors to assume
responsibility not only for the present but also for future
generations. As such, Kia Motors will take the lead in fulfilling
its social, environmental and economic responsibilities as a
model company under the goal of realizing sustainable
development and enabling people and nature to co-exist in
greater harmony.

www.kia.co.kr

your lifeu p g r a d e ,

“ Our commitment to sustainable development 
for the present and the future.”

Thinking  about Tomorrow
Sustainability

Kim, Ik-Hwan
CEO, Kia Motors
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Sustainable development is that which meets the needs of the present without   
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own requirements.

Corporate Profile

Contact us

KIA M O T O R S
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Kia Motors Corporation Worldwide
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KIA MOTORS CORPORATION
Date of Establishment : December 11, 1944
Assets : 10.9 trillion KRW
Number of Employees : 32,252
Major Products : Automobiles
(* Dec. 31, 2004)

We want to hear from you about this report and our corporate activities, so
that we may share more information with our customers, employees,
society and others who have interests in Kia Motors. We welcome your help
in our efforts to ensure our responsible corporate activities.
Address : 231, Yangjae-Dong, Seocho-Ku, Seoul, 137-938, Korea
Tel : +82-2-3464-5169
Fax : +82-2-3464-6734
Email : ecoKIA@kia.co.kr
Internet : www.kia.co.kr

Established in 1944, Kia Motors manufactures and markets passenger cars,
buses, commercial vehicles and parts. Its main production facilities include
the Sohari, Hwasung and Kwangju plants in Korea, as well as the No.1 KD
Plant in China. Furthermore, to strengthen local market competitiveness
overseas, Kia has begun construction of a new production facility in Slovakia
and the No.2 KD Plant in China. In Korea, Kia has 18 local branch offices and
344 sales outlets. Globally, the Kia distribution network covers 157 countries
and includes 14 local subsidiaries, 160 distributors and 3,934 dealers.  

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

1998

1996

1995

1994

1993

1992

1991

1990

1989

1986

Kia Motors Europe

Kia Motors Spain
Kia Motors Deutschland 
Kia Motors France
Kia Motors Belgium
Kia Motors Ireland
Kia Motors UK Ltd 
Kia Motors Sweden 
Kia Motors Austria
Europe Engineering Center

Eastern Europe & 

CIS Regional Headquarter

Kia Motors Poland
Kia Motors Hungary
Kia Motors Czech s.r.o
Kia Motors Slovakia
Moscow Office

South Africa Office

Johanesburg Office

Amman Office
South Africa Office

Central & South America 

Regional Headquarter

Santiago Office

China

Dongfeng Yueda Kia Motors
Yanji Kia Motors A/S & Repair 
HMGC

Asia Pacific Regional 

Headquarter

KTM
Auckland Office
Sydney Office

Kia Japan Corporate

Kia Motors America Inc.

Kia Canada Inc.

Shanghai

Dlege

Madrid

Declared Globalization of Sustainable Management  Declared Development of Environment-friendly Vehicle  
Developed the second-generation Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicle : New Sportage  
Operator of the Fuel Cell Vehicle Pilot Operation Project(Orgranized by US DoE) 
KPI Implemented Environmental Management Evaluation : e-KPI  
Received presidential award for Environmental Management : Kwangju Plant  
Designated as environment-friendly plant : Sohari Plant, Hwasung Plant  
Acquired OHSAS 18001/KOSHS 18001 certification : Hwasung Plant  
Signed Voluntary Environmental Management Initiative Contract : Sohari Plant, Hwasung Plant, Kwangju Plant  
Ranked at the top of the Service Quality Satisfaction Index  Won Energy Winner Award : Picanto(Morning)  
Designate as top-performing enterprise on Energy Conservation : Sohari Plant, Kwangju Plant  
Designated as top-performing enterprise on Waste Reduction : Kwangju Plant  Won $7 billion Export Tower Award

Announced Environmental Declaration and Environmental Policy  Declared Ethnical and Transparent Management   
Declared Environmental Management : ECO GT-5 2010   Acquired ISO 14001 certification : Sohari Plant, Hwasung Plant, Service Division  
Designated as environment-friendly plant : Kwangju Plant   Acquired KOSHS 18001 certification : Sohari Plant
Signed Voluntary Environmental Management Initiative Contract : Hwasung Plant, Kwangju Plant  
Received presidential award for Energy Conservation : Hwasung Plant
Ground breaking Ceremony for Environmental Technology Research Center  Won $5 billion Export Tower Award

Signed Voluntary Environmental Management Initiative Contract : Sohari Plant 
Developed and applied RAIS(Recyclability Assessment Information System in design process)
Designate as top-performing enterprise on Energy Conservation : Kwangju Plant  
Ranked at the top of the Service Quality Satisfaction Index

Introduced BASIC movement for Services  Developed the first-generation Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicle
Placed overall 1st in International Environment-friendly Automobile Competition : Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicle  
Signed Voluntary Agreement on Energy Conservation and Reduction of Greenhouse Gas Emissions : Kwangju Plant  
Received presidential award for Energy Conservation : Hwasung Plant, Kwangju Plant

Launched "Completion of Humanity through Automobiles" Public Service Campaign  Developed Korea's 1st Fuel Cell Vehicle : Sportage
Signed Voluntary Environmental Management Initiative Contract : Hwasung Plant

Recognized for Excellence in Environmental Management : Sohari Plant  
Held Kia Motors Environmental Symposium  Won Economic Justice Award

Signed Voluntary Agreement on Energy Conservation and Reduction of Greenhouse Gas Emissions : Sohari Plant, Hwasung Plant

Declared Clean Car Campaign  Developed Electric Vehicle : KEV-IV, KEV-V(Sephia)  
Launched Small Business Safety Management Support Team

Developed Ni-Cd battery Electric Vehicle : KEV-III(Sephia)  Developed Compressed Natural Gas(CNG) Vehicle
Held Low Pollution Vehicle for the Environment Symposium  Marketed Electric Vehicle(1st in Korea)  
Won Environment Culture Award in 3 areas

Recognized for Excellence in Environmental Management : Asan Plant, Aisa Motors  Developed Solar Vehicle

Declared Kia Motors Ethics Charter and Ethics Principles for transparent management

Declared Environmental Policy

Developed lead-acid battery Electric Vehicle : KEV-II(Pride)  
Recognized for Excellence in Environmental Management : Asan Plant, Aisa Motors
Held Environment Clean-up Campaign

Won 1st honor in National Accident-free Workplace Campaign  Initiated 1 mountain and 1 stream campaign for every plant

Won Environmental Excellence Award : Kwangju Plant

Developed Korea's 1st Electric Vehicle : KEV-I(Besta)



Vision & Strategy
S u s t a i n a b l e
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Man invented the automobile, and it

was developed to meet the transport

needs of people. It now faces man s

new demand to protect the

environment, and it must develop to

harmonize man and the environment.

Kia Motors seeks environmentally

sound and sustainable development to

reach this harmony of man and the

environment.

E c o

G l o b a l

T h i n k i n g
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{ Sustainability Thinking about Tomorrow KIA MOTORS }

2005 Environmental & Social Report

Sustainable development is that which meets

the needs of the present without

compromising the ability of future

generations to meet their own requirements.

KIA MOTORS
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automobiles and with our creative challenges to deliver
harmony and mutual benefit for shareholders, customers
and the automobile industry. Creative challenge leads us to
what we are today, and it is this perpetual ideal that will lead
us to meet the challenges of a changing business
environment with creativity and self-innovation. With such an
ideal, we provide automobiles and automotive services to
realize our core value of creating more fruitful lives for
everyone and to grow with our shareholders, customers,
employees, partners, dealers, society at large and everyone
with an interest in us.

Thirdly, Kia prides itself on reform and the spirit of challenge.

We work hard at growing out of conventional modes of
thinking and embracing creativity and spontaneous
innovation. To realize our mid- to long-term vision, Kia
Motors ceaselessly strives to satisfy the customer through
technological innovation that respects people and nature
while simultaneously building a corporate culture that
contributes to the co-prosperity of humankind.

Management  Philosophy Mid- to Long-term Strategies 

Since they were declared in 2000, the mid- to long-term
management goals have been the fundamental
management policy of Kia Motors. They   have served as a
foundation for enhancing product competitiveness in 2004
and 2005, promoting global management innovation and
improving brand value. They are also the foundation for the
establishment of sustainable management systems, and the
basis for each of our management approaches supporting
Kia s 5 mid- to long-term localization strategies. 

Kia’s 5 Mid- to Long- term Strategies consist of the following
The first strategy is the strengthening of product

competitiveness. To this end, Kia Motors, while investing
over 5% of total sales in R&D, puts the utmost effort into
securing world s highest quality products and technologies
to satisfy our global customers. 
The second is innovation in global management. In today s
rapidly changing environment, a company cannot survive
with the traditional management paradigm of continual
improvement, mass-production, rigid organization, domestic
production, and so on. Against this backdrop, Kia Motors is
seeking to establish customer-oriented global processes,
adapt to and lead changes, and as one of Korea s leading
enterprises, continue to grow as a company that always
stands alongside the customer. 
Thirdly, Kia is enhancing its brand value, which will lead to
greater sales growth and higher profitability. To bolster our
brand value, Kia Motors   constantly works to develop
product quality, enhance customer service before and
through product sales, and develop products that customers
most desire. 

Kia s fourth strategy is to establish sustainable

management systems. To achieve this, we will cherish and
earnestly assume our social responsibilities by way of ethical,
transparent and environmental management as a global
enterprise. Kia Motors will take the lead in fulfilling its
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) by sharing its vision
and growing together with our customers, employees, and
subsidiaries.
Fifth and lastly, is localization. This strategy will serve to
swiftly address local customer demand and enable Kia to
become accustomed to changing market environments
ahead of the competition. Kia Motors has been building up
unrivalled market strength via globalized R&D and
production facilities.

Innovation for the Humanity begins with striving to be 

the World s Number One. At Kia Motors, we aim grow the
Kia brand to a world-class level and become a leader in the
global automobile industry. This means that we are creating
a new profit structure to ensure balanced growth not only in
quantitative but also in qualitative terms. 
Secondly, Kia Motors pursues Customer Happiness,

which is our ultimate goal. Customer confidence and trust are
earned by providing the best technology and the highest
levels of quality and service. 

Management Vision
Innovation for Humanity

Tasks for the Achievement of our Vision

Sustainable Vision & Strategy
T h e  P o w e r  t o  Surprise

2005 Sustainability Thinking about Tomorrow KIA MOTORS

We, at Kia Motors, initiated a horizontal management system
in 2000. This is a new management system in which all
organizations within the company operate independently
and proactively under their own responsibilities. It comprises
3 mid- to long-term management policies of trust
management, on-site management and transparent
management.
By practicing Trust Management, Kia Motors strives to
further consolidate productive labor relations and trust at a
company-wide level in the spirit of respect for people, and at
the same time, timely respond to the expectations and trust
of our customers and business partners. 
On-site management is a means to satisfy customers, give
employees a sense of fulfillment at work, and focus
management capabilities on production and marketing,
which will lead to the embodiment of the spirit of Quality
and Service First.
Moreover, Kia Motors, will implement Transparent
Management so as to execute all processes under the
principles of accountability according to global standards
while maintaining fair business relations with partners. As
one of Korea s pioneering global automakers, and one that
never stops reforming itself, Kia Motors will ceaselessly strive
to continue developing practical, aesthetically-designed
automobiles that will win the hearts of people in countries all
around the world. 

Management Policy

www.kia.co.kr
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Brand Management

Successful implementation of
global brand strategies
Development of globally  
popular products 
Attainment and maintaining of 
world-class quality levels

Global Management

Strengthening support systems    
to make all departments more   
export-oriented
Laying the foundations for overseas   
production bases
Reinforcing global R&D capabilities

Stringent management
Set up response system for 
contingencies 
Establish advanced labor-  
management relations

Nurturing of global specialists 
Pursuing efficient allocation of 
core human resources 
Securing  world-class  R&D   
personnel

vision & strategyS u s t a i n a b l e

Tasks for the

Achievement

of our Vision

Global Orientation

Earn the trust of global
society and become

established around the
world as a well-loved leader
in the automotive industry

Respect for People

Contribute to the co-
prosperity of humankind via

environment-friendly
technologies

Culture Creation

Create a new automotive
culture that respects and

prioritizes people

Technology Innovation

Endeavor ceaselessly to
develop people-

orientedcutting-edge
technologies

Customer Satisfaction

Generate customer
satisfaction by creating
value that the customer

most prefers

Contingency

Management

Human
Resources-oriented 

Management

2005 
Management

Policy 

“ Our commitment to sustainable development 
for the present and the future ”
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the transport needs of people. It now faces man s new
demand to protect the environment, and it must develop to
harmonize man and the environment.
Kia Motors seeks environmentally sound and sustainable
development to reach this harmony of man and the
environment.
Kia Motors aggressively and uniformly pursues balanced
contribution to economic growth, environmental
preservation and fulfillment of social responsibility, thereby
satisfying the diverse needs of all concerned parties, while
sincerely promoting ethical and environmental management.
In addition, the creation of environmental, economic and
social value for our shareholders at home and abroad
represents Kia Motors commitment to sustainable
management. To fulfill our economic and social
responsibilities, we have established our management
policy, ethics charter and environmental policy on the basis
of the Kia corporate philosophy, as reflected in the
management plans of each our business units.
As with our financial performance, we also establish and
carry out an annual management plan in relation to our
social and economic responsibilities. We also have in place
procedures whereby these plans are annually evaluated and
publicized and outstanding performance is rewarded.

Policies on Environmental Activities

To definitively execute our environmental policies, we have
established specific, concrete plans for each of our business
units to carry out. These units have also been provided with
directives for achieving their individual goals. Each year, on
the basis of our policies on environmental activities, we lay
out our environmental goals, specific objectives, and
planning. The first stage of our environmental activity policy
is aimed at laying the foundation (2003-2005), the second is
for launching (2006-2008), and the third stage is for
development (2009-2011).

Challenges for Sustainable Management
T h e  P o w e r  t o  Surprise

2005 Sustainability Thinking about Tomorrow KIA MOTORS

Environmental Philosophy 

For Kia Motors, researching human lifestyles is the first step
in manufacturing automobiles. Technology development
also begins with humanity. After all, what Kia pursues
originates with people. The realization of this love for
humanity is carried over into our endeavors in environmental
protection. The environmental philosophy of Kia Motors for
the sake of man and nature incorporates the realization of our
love for humanity through preservation of the environment
as well as through promoting balanced development
between the environment, the global economy and society in
general. Kia Motors became the first automobile
manufacturer in the world to announce ‘ECO GT5 2010’ in
June 2003 to declare our commitment to environmental
management to become one of the top five global
environmental automakers by 2010.

Environmental Declaration & Environmental Policy 

In May 2003, in order to systemize and define our
environmental philosophy and vision, Kia Motors proclaimed
a revised Environmental Declaration and Environmental
Policy, which was originally enacted in 1996. The purpose is
to give environmental management the highest priority
among our management activities and to recognize
Sustainable Development as a determining factor in this
initiative. Under this belief, Kia Motors set up guidelines,
programs and plans to conduct our business operations in an
environmentally sound manner. 

Sustainable Development Model for Sustainable Management 

1 4 E c o  G l o b a l  T h i n k i n g  a b o u t  T o m o r r o w

Minimize environmental impact throughout all business
activities and efficiently utilize resources, thereby
enabling people to live in a better environment

Environmental 
Value

Social 
Value

Economic
Value

Environmental Vision ECO GT5 2010 (Top 5 global environmental automobile manufacturer by 2010)

Environmental Philosophy Love for humanity with the automobile

Environmental Declaration We must share the responsibility for the present and future of humanity and Earth.
We must make efforts to resolve environmental, economic and social demands
We must strive to preserve the life, diversity and beauty of Earth, where we live together.
We must remember that we share the same fate within the diverse culture and lifestyle and live as one family, 

for a sustainable society, and we must strive for respect for nature, and economic and social justice.

Environmental Policies

We declare the following environmental principles

1. Recognize the environment as a core corporate value,
2. promote economic development whilst preserving the environment,
3. respect the present and future value of the environment,
4. fulfill responsibilities as a social and economic participant.

At Kia Motors, we meet social, ecological, environmental and economic demands in order to realize love for
humanity; strive to create a more fruitful life and sustainable society; and fulfill our corporate responsibilities.

www.kia.co.kr

vision & strategyS u s t a i n a b l e

1st Environmental Action Plan

Love for Humanity
through Better
Automobiles

Environmental Responsibility 

Respect the values and profits of  all parties
related to our corporate activities, such as
shareholders, customers, employees, affiliates
and subsidiaries, dealers, and the  community
at large

Social Responsibility
Maintain fair and transparent corporate
operations while generating economic profit
so as to fulfill our environmental and social
responsibilities

Economic Responsibility

In June 2004, Kia Motors, in concert with the Ministry of
Environment, declared the Globalization of Sustainable
Management. Furthermore, Kia Motors focuses on
promoting open communications among all concerned
parties at home and abroad and publishes related reports to
share progress and evaluation results with the public. 

Evaluation of sustainability based on quantitative measures is
essential for the true realization of Sustainable Development.
Kia Motors developed a quantitative index based on the
sustainable development model and applies it in evaluating
quarterly performance at each of our regional headquarters.
This evaluation is also conducted in coordination with the
global reporting initiative (GRI). 

Evaluation of Sustainability 

At Kia Motors, we pursue economic profitability and
environmental sustainability at the same time by constantly
seeking to improve our environmental record throughout the
entire process of direct and indirect corporate activities, from
procurement of raw materials to production, marketing,
consumption, and disassembly. 

Environmental Management 

“sustainable society”

Management(5 Action Plans) Sales and A/S(4 Action Plans)

Production(7 Action Plans)

1. Acquisition of ISO 14001
2. Supporting Suppliers for   

Environmental Management
3. Reduction of Environmentally  

Hazardous Materials
4. Efficient Use and Conservation of  

Energy
5. Reduction of Water Use
6. Environmental Evaluation System
7. Environmental Facilities 

Management System

Product(5 Action Plans)

1. Environment-friendly Design
2. Emission Reduction
3. Enhancing Fuel Efficiency
4. Increasing Recycling Rates
5. Development of Environment-  

friendly Vehicles

1. Environmental Education
2. Environmental Accounting
3. IR Release of Environmental 

Information
4. Community Servie Activities
5. Cooperation with Governments 

in   Developing National 
Environmental Policies

1. Green Marketing
2. Green Dealer System
3. Acquisition of ISO 14001 for   

service center under the KMC's 
direct supervision

4. Environment-friendly Service
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Charter in order to be a respected and healthy enterprise
through trust management, on-site management and
transparent management as well as through strengthening
our corporate ethics based on the horizontal management
system. What Kia Motors is pursuing through ethical
management is not merely the prevention of corruption and
irregularities among its workforce, but a root remedy to
wrongful business practices and conformity to ethical
standards as well as to the cost structure, thereby
strengthening the company s competitive edge and enabling
us to generating new economic value. 
Kia Motors distributed the Ethics Principles to every
employee and adopted a system of Ethics Regulations. An
Ethics Committee for the General Purchasing Division was
established under the head of the division. An Internet
purchasing system was adopted to end improprieties, set
limits on entertainment and to institute a ban on bribing
foreign government officials by overseas affiliates. Suppliers
have also declared their own Ethics Charters in order to raise
their competitiveness to a world-class level. Ethical action is
doing what is socially and morally right beyond what is
required by law. Applying such ethics to corporate
management represents good corporate ethics.

Ethical Management 

2005 Sustainability Thinking about Tomorrow KIA MOTORS

1. Contribution to the country and society
2. Promotion of customer rights and shareholder value
3. Human values and human resources development
4. Partnership with suppliers
5. Establishment of transparent management

We, at Kia Motors, announced and implemented
an Ethics Charter in order to be a respected and
healthy enterprise through trust management, on-
site management and transparent management as
well as through strengthening our corporate ethics
based on the horizontal management system.

Ethics  Charter

Ethics Charter

Contribution to
nation and society

Improvement of
rights and values of

customers and
shareholders

Establishment of
transparent

management

Respect for humanity
and cultivation of a
highly competent

workforce

Strengthening
partnerships with

affiliates and
subsidiaries

Kia Motors launched an Environmental Committee to play
the leading role in environmental management and address
relevant issues. The Committee is convened once a year to
assess environmental performance and promote further
improvement. Its major agenda includes resolutions to mid-
to long-term environmental regulations and related issues, as
well as monitoring the progress of Kia s environmental
management. Chaired by the President & CEO of Kia Motors,
the Environmental Committee consists of decision-making
organizations within in each business unit.  These include an
Environmental Products Committee, an Environmental
Production Committee, and an Environmental Management
Committee.

Environmental Committee 

Sustainability Goals
T h e  P o w e r  t o  Surprise
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The Five Elements of the Kia Ethics Charter

Goal Action Status

Environmental Education

Environmental Accounting

Release of Environmental

Information

Community Service Activities

Climate Change 

Environment-friendly Design

Enhancement of recycling

Reduction in gas emissions

Improved fuel efficiency

Environment-friendly vehicles

Acquisition of ISO 14001 Certificate

Reduction in environmentally 

hazardous emissions

Green Marketing 

Green Dealer System

Acquisition of ISO 14001 Certificate

Environment-friendly Service

Employee training on sustainability

Definition and pilot operation of Environmental Accounting

Gradual adoption and implementation

Publication of sustainability reports 

Publication of environmental newsletters

Environmental information on Web site

Community Service Consultative Council

Community Service System 

Greenhouse gas verification system

In-house emissions trading 

Voluntary Agreement on reducing greenhouse gas emissions

Recycling evaluation system for designers

Distribution of guidelines on environment-friendly engineering

Development of solutions  systems for Design for Disassembly (DfD)’

Application of  EU type approval software

International Dismantling Information System (IDIS)

Joining the International Material Data System (IMDS) 

Total Car Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)

Environmental technology research institute 

No less than 89%  recycling rate for new vehicles manufactured in 2006 through 2007

Recycling rate for 2008 and onwards will be 90% or over

Diesel particulate filter (DPF)

140g / km of  CO2 emission

Mass-produce and market hybrid cars

Mass-produce fuel cell vehicles 

Domestic business locations

Overseas business locations

Voluntary Environmental Management Initiative Contracts

Reduction of environmentally hazardous wastes index by 18%

Environmental programs in customer relations

Gradual application of standardization 

Gained ISO 14001 for Service Center

BASIC movement

Support program for maintenance and service partners on gaining ISO 14001 certificate

Environmental education  for maintenance service providers

From 2005

By 2005

From 2006

From 2003

From 2005

Continuing 

Completed in 2004

By 2006

By 2005

From 2007

From 1999

From 2002

From 2004

By 2007

From 2005

From 1999

From 2004

From 2004

By 2005

Continuing

Continuing

From 2005

By 2009

From 2006

From 2010

Completed in 2003

Continuing

From 2000

By 2005

From 2003

From 2004

Completed in 2003

Continuing

From 2006

From 2004

Management

Product

Production

Sales and A/S

www.kia.co.kr
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Environmental Goals / Specific Objectives / Planning 

Kia s environmental goals are based on our environmental
policy with realistic, attainable targets set up by our individual
business units, which are designed to facilitate corporate-
wide environmental preservation endeavors. To achieve
these goals, detailed, targets and plans that can be applied at
the department level have been established. Kia Motors is
eager to accomplish Sustainable Development by way of
environmental management, the key to sustainable
corporate management.



Economic
p e r f o r m a n c e

We differentiate corporate

values and assets in order to

maintain sustainability. 

Sustainability allows more

efficient use of economic

resources, whilst benefiting

the corporate image and

brand value.

Economic success is one of the

core goals of Kia Motors as

well as a means to fulfill our

role as an economic participant

for our customers, employees,

investors and other parties of

interest. Such continuing

economic success can only be

expanded with sustainability.
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2005 Environmental & Social Report

Sustainable development is that which

meets the needs of the present without

compromising the ability of future

generations to meet their own requirements.

KIA MOTORS
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maintain sustainability. Sustainability allows more efficient
use of economic resources, whilst benefiting the corporate
image and brand value. Economic success is one of the core
goals of Kia Motors as well as a means to fulfill our role as an
economic participant for our customers, employees,
investors and other parties of interest. Such continuing
economic success can only be expanded with sustainability.

Kia Motors made significant achievements from an
economic perspective for 2004, in comparison with the
previous year: it recorded 17.8% and 18.8% increases in units
sold and sales, respectively, to account for 1,100,429 units a
worth US$ 15.3 billion (KRW 15.3 trillion), respectively; KMC
also posted operating income of US$ 502.4 million (KRW
502.4 billion), and ordinary income of US$ 720.3 million
(KRW 720.3 billion). The plan for 2005 is to sell 1,210,000
units, up 19.6% year-on-year. Kia Motors began exporting for
the first time finished car products to Qatar in 1975, and it
achieved the US$ 1 billion landmark in exports in 1994.  

Kia Motors has since won the Export Tower Awards to mark
US$ 1.5 billion in exports in 1997, and US$ 5 billion in 2003.
By winning the Export Tower Award to mark US$ 7 billion in
exports, Kia Motors consolidated its stance as a global
enterprise verifying itself as a leading contributor to the
national economy. Despite the worldwide economic
downturn and intensifying competition in the global
automobile market, Kia Motors grew its exports by a
remarkable 41.2% in 2004. During the same period, domestic
sales stood at 250,643 units due to declining industrial
demand following the nation’s severe economic recession
and rising tax load. On the overseas front, Kia Motors’ sales
have steadily increased: since surpassing 400,000 units in
2000, it recorded 500,000 in 2003, and 700,000 in 2004. The
impressive progress is attributable to Kia Motors’ consistent
endeavors in introducing highly competitive new model cars
in overseas markets, including the compact the Morning, the
Cerato, Bongo III buses and Ttucks, and the Sportage, while
encouraging overseas dealers to strengthen their marketing
and PR activities to meet local customer demands. Increasing
popularity in the market and rising prices, overall, brought Kia
Motors enhanced profitability. 

Average product price per unit in overseas markets went up
from 8,700 USD in 2000 to 12,000 USD in 2004. Kia Motors is
showing high and steady growth rates in the European
market as well. Since marking an outstanding 58.8% growth
in exports in 2003, Kia Motors recorded 68.8% in year-on-year
growth rate in 2004 exporting 264,412 units.  Local sales also
posted at 218,906 units, up by 48.7%. In Western Europe, in
particular, Kia Motors is emerging as the fastest growing
automaker with the best ranking in sales growth rate over
two consecutive years. 

Under the goal of establishing a stronghold in the European
market, Kia Motors started construction on a 200,000 unit-
capacity facility in Slovakia's Zilina region. In the meantime,
four local entities were newly built on the European
continent, demonstrating Kia Motors proactive export drive. 

In the U.S. market, Kia Motors has seen new sales records for
each of the ten years since it first entered the market in 1994.
Performance in exports to the U.S. market showed 301,573
units in 2004, 31.5% growth from the previous year while
local sales grew 13.7% to mark 270,056 units during the same
period. Kia Motors scored more great success in China. It
sold a total of 62,506 vehicles in 2004, up by 22.5% from 2003.
The TianLima sedan, in particular, ranked at the top in sales
volume among 23 same-level compact car models in China
for the first half of 2004. In two years of marketing this
product, over 100,000 units have been sold. A second
assembly and manufacturing operation will be built in China
to produce 300,000 vehicles annually. Combined, Kia’s local
plants in China are expected to produce 430,000 vehicles per
annum.

Management Results

Economic Relationships 
T h e  P o w e r  t o  Surprise
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Sales unit

Export by region

※ Note  : Excludes knock-downs
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2000

USA Canada West Europe East Europe Asia Pacific Latin America Middle East

2001 2002 2003 2004

856,045

408,378 411,321

899,788

444,444

894,268

319,795

538,902

858,697

447,667
488,467

449,824

1,011,429

250,643

Sales unit Domestic Export

※ Note  :   Excludes knock-downs

2001 2002 2003 2004

760,786

50.4%

39.7%

43.3%

49.2%

2.8%

5.8%
4.5%

2.2%

19.5%

29.0%

25.1%

18.4%

5.8%
3.8%5.6%

7.2%
9.4%

6.9%

8.7%
6.7%

4.8%
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Summary income statement

Revenue and operating profit

40,000

80,000

120,000

160,000

5,000

10,000

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

152,577

5,024

Revenue Operating profit

97,448

3,531

111,290

5,222

121,581

6,585

Major creditors
(Million KRW)

953 1,168 1,384 1,683 2,034

(100 Million KRW)

2,253 1,943 4,635 6,030 7,796

(Million KRW)

(100 Million KRW)

(100 Million KRW)

※ Note  Investment plan in 2003
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Societe Generale

Korea Development Bank

ABN-AMRO

Woori Bank

The Export-Import Bank of Korea

Creditor Amount Shares Shareholding

157,120 

100.974 

73,883

43,723

41,365 

-

7,000,00

0 

520

-

-

2.01 %

0.00 %

-

-

Male

Female

Total

Number of employees

31,405

847

32,252

5,752 3,518 20,292 1,675 168

585 32 7 0 223

6,337 3,550 20,299 1,675 391

Office Sales Production Technical Others

Yrs of

employment

11.70

8.60

11.60

Total salary expenses
Ave. salary per

person

51.177

34.706

1,607,205,607

29,395,913

1,636,601,519

Employee welfare 
expenses

Raw materials

Outsourcing

54,373 62,013 73,358 80,189 101,085

381 528 587 767 1,032

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Contribution

50,744

Investment

(Thousand KRW)

R&D

Production

Total

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

746 1,097 1,236 1,266 1,216

619 1,057 1,068 728 238

1,365 2,154 2,304 1,994 1,454

1,161

300

1,461

Total

6,722

4,010

10,732

(100 Million KRW)

Sales volume 

Revenue

Operating income

Ordinary income

Income tax expense

Net income

Domestic

Export

Domestic

Export

894,268

444,444

449,824

121,581

63,044

58,537

6,585

8,576

1,772

6,804

858,697

319,795

538,902

128,399

51,264

77,135

8,124

9,444

1,750

7,694

1,011,429

250,643

760,786

152,577

42,412

110,165

5,024

8,295

1,389

6,906

Employee salary

Employee welfare expenses

Raw materials and outsourcing

Social contributions

Environmental investment plan

8,214
128,399
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Sustainable development is that which

meets the needs of the present without

compromising the ability of future

generations to meet their own requirements.

KIA MOTORS

As a responsible member of

society and an environment-

friendly enterprise, Kia Motors

makes constant effort to

enhance the efficient use of

various resources and energy

used in manufacturing.

As part of our efforts in this

area, Kia has proactively

developed and applied

technologies to reduce and

recycle industrial waste that

production activities inevitably

cause.

We have been intensifying our

clean production efforts

throughout the entire process

of car manufacturing. 



Kia Motors makes every effort to minimize pollution by
operating an Environmental Management System on a
company-wide level.  Receiving ISO 14001 certification and
being designated as an environment-friendly enterprise
motivated us to further consolidate our Environmental
Management System, on the basis of our existing
environmental management organization. In 2004, the focus
fell on post-management of the first certification, which
produced practical and efficient results concerning the
environmental planning at each of our manufacturing sites.
Furthermore, through post-management related to the
designation of Kia's three domestic plants as environment-
friendly facilities, we were able to reaffirm the effectiveness
and excellence of our Environmental Management System.

To establish and consolidate clean production systems, Kia
Motors set up and has been pushing forward it mid- to long-
term Environmental Management strategies. For practical
implementation of our Environmental Policy, we set up
environmental action principles as the first stage of
implementation (2003-2005) in the manufacturing sector,
which, then, serve as a basis for attainable Environmental
Goals and Specific Objectives for each of our business units.
Additionally, each and every department of Kia Motors then
establishes its own plan based on the Environmental Goals
and Specific Objectives and puts it into action.

Strategies for Environmental 
Management 

At Kia Motors, we conduct periodic assessments and
conform to strict in-house regulations on production-related
hazardous waste of various   types so as to maximize the
environmental friendliness of our products and maintain
clean production facilities. Kia's Safety & Environment Team
operates and controls broad-ranging tasks regarding
environmental management at each of out production
facilities. The team is part of closely cooperating system that
also includes environmental control officers in each
department. Furthermore, Kia has expert personnel in charge
of Environmental Management and clean production
assigned to each work site who carry out special tasks related
to these areas. The clean production system was established
through continuous environmental improvements to prevent
the release of hazardous materials. 

Environmental Management 

Environmental Management System
T h e  P o w e r  t o  Surprise

Activities for Reduction of Environmental Pollutants
Operate strict internal regulations (with established control targets)
Set up mid- to long-term objectives to reduce pollutants
Decrease total / unit volume of pollutants
Facilitate early pollutant reduction activities (including process enhancement)
Maintain constant control of pollutants

Kia Motors constantly improves the control of pollutants
through a variety of methods. These include our designation
as a company with voluntary environmental control
management, receiving of ISO 14001 certification, and
designation as an environment-friendly company. The i-ESH
system monitors our progress in environmental
management in real time and compares the collected data
among our business sites to promote constant improvement
in this area. Kia has achieved optimum management of
hazardous materials by designating and standardizing
specific tasks and responsibilities for the Safety &
Environment Team and pollution prevention departments at
each of our production facilities. The Safety & Environment
Team's activities include accident prevention management of
facilities, training, monitoring and supervision while the
operational departments are in charge of early reduction and
handling of hazardous materials and recycling. Through
periodic inspections, Kia Motors constantly identifies and
addresses problems relating to environmental management
facilities and the control of hazardous materials.

For comprehensive  control of such materials, Kia also has in
place the i-ESH System (Integrated System on Environmental
Safety and Health).

Management of Hazardous Materials
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energy, as well as minimization of negative impact on the
environment, are the most important factors in sustainable
corporate management. As a responsible member of society
and an environment-friendly enterprise, Kia Motors makes
constant effort to enhance the efficient use of various
resources and energy used in manufacturing. As part of our
efforts in this area, Kia has proactively developed and applied
technologies to reduce and recycle industrial waste that
production activities inevitably cause. We have been
intensifying our clean production efforts throughout the
entire process of car manufacturing. 

To do so, Kia uses environment-friendly materials to
minimize environmental degradation, and implements
internal regulations, which are even stricter than most legal
restrictions.
Year 2004 was particularly significant in that Kia Motors
tightened up its comprehensive Environmental Management
System to consolidate our foundation for sustainable and
clean manufacturing processes.
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Category

HF 

Dust 

Fugitive Dust 

AL Melting

Electric Induction 
Furnace 

Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous 

Permissible Korean
Emission Standard
(By Dec. 31, 2004)

3 ppm

20 mg/m3

120 mg/m3

0.5 mg/m3

Kia Motors 
Emission Standard

1 ppm

10 mg/m3

20 mg/m3

0.5 mg/m3

Gaseous

Particulate

Air Emission Standard

Category Permissible Korean Discharge

Standard
Kia Motors Discharge Standard

90 ppm

80 ppm  

80 ppm

5 ppm 

8 ppm

60 ppm

30 ppm

20 ppm  

15 ppm

3 ppm 

1 ppm

30 ppm

COD

BOD

SS

n-H

T-P

T-N

Water Discharge Standard



Compliance with Laws and Regulations 
In addition to complying with all environmental regulations,
Kia Motors completely fulfills its environmental and social
obligations as a responsible member of society. To meet
these expectations, Kia Motors has established and conforms
to its own internal policies, which are even stricter than legal
regulations. We are also signatory to the Voluntary
Environmental Management Initiative Contract with regional
administrative authorities.
Kia Motors thoroughly analyzes and responds to
environmental regulations, newly enacted and revised, while
conducting in-house training on evolving environmental
issues. We have also adopted state-of-the-art anti-pollution
facilities. Furthermore, Kia is developing alternatives to
decrease dependency on hazardous materials and such as
those that are harmful to the ozone layer to minimize any
negative impact on the environment. This demonstrates our
commitment to observing international agreements for
global environmental preservation to bring a brighter future
to the next generation. Any materials that may cause
environmental pollution are not used without prior review
and a registration process.

Some of the chief culprits responsible for the thinning of the
ozone layer that are restricted by the Vienna Convention (set
up to protect the ozone layer) include propellants used in car
manufacturing and CFCs used to clean engines and as air
conditioning refrigerants, etc. Kia has replaced CFCs (as a
refrigerant and in manufacturing) with alternative chemicals
in conformity with the Vienna Convention.

Ozone Depleting Chemicals
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While thoroughly implementing environmental
management, Kia Motors has formed an environmental
emergency response organization as part of our preparations
for any possible contingencies.  We have drawn up potential
scenarios according to each potential emergency situation,
and these have been reviewed and certified by the related
departments. Kia then provides education and training for
personnel designated to handle such situations. In the event
of an emergency, Kia is fully prepared to immediately
respond with the appropriate measures, and, if necessary,
request outside support from related organizations. Once the
emergency has been terminated, Kia has in place a thorough
post-management system whereby we analyze the cause,
evaluate and revise the scenario to prevent recurrence
modify the emergency measures, and re-assess the
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). 

Risk Management System

ODC 

Refrigerants

Fire extinguisher 

Cleaner

Substitute 

To be substituted 

Substitute

Not used 

Under development

Not used

CFCs

Halon

1.1. TCE

Kia Motors' Kwangju Plant signed the Voluntary
Environmental Management Initiative Contract
and was honored with ISO 14001 certification
and designation as an environment-friendly
enterprise. The Plant also acquired the
Environmental Management Award at the 30th
National Quality Competition. 
The Environmental Management Award is the
only presidential award related to Environmental
Management and it is granted at an annual event
organized by the Ministry of Commerce, Industry
and Energy (MOCIE). This highly prestigious
award served as a turning point for Kia Motors to
validate and evaluate its progress in
Environmental Management. The awarding also
testified to the effectiveness of Kia's
Environmental Management System. The EMS
combined with clean production technologies
minimize environmental impact, while the i-ESH
System has resulted in successful maximization
of environmental value.

Presidential Award for Environmental ManagementIn an effort to prevent global warming driven by excessive
use of fossil fuels, Kia Motors has replaced all fossil fuels with
natural gas in manufacturing. In the meantime, Kia makes the
utmost to reduce CO2 emissions by saving energy.

Materials that Cause Global Warming

GHG Usage Countermeasure Condition

Fire extinguishe

Petrol

Emission

Substitute

Clean Fuel

Emission reduction 
technology

Under development

Boiler replacement

Environment-friendly 
products 

CO2

In addition to complying with all
environmental regulations, Kia Motors
completely fulfills its environmental and
social obligations as a responsible
member of society.

The i-ESH System consistently maintains and
manages data on environmental safety and
health while providing timely information to
support a decision-making process that gives Kia
the strategic tools it needs to realize
environmental management in response to
environmental and social demands. Utilizing the
company-wide, standardized i-ESH System
enables Kia to efficiently comply with domestic
and international regulations, while continuously
and systematically managing data concerning
the environment, safety, and health, leading to
decreased risk of accidents and the emission of
hazardous materials. 

Integrated System on Environmental Safety and Health(i-ESH)

Upgrade  your  life KIA 

Sustainability Thinking about Tomorrow KIA 

K I A
M O T O R S



Sustainable Resource Usage
T h e  P o w e r  t o  Surprise

In order to develop a sustainable society with resource
recycling, it is essential to reduce the absolute amount of
resources used in production by increasing recycling and
reducing the emission of environmentally hazardous
materials. Materials used in car manufacturing include steel,
paint, aluminum, organic solvents and other chemicals, while
the most commonly used energy sources are electricity,
petroleum, coke, (coal residue) natural gas, etc. In the
acknowledgement that conservation of materials and energy
leads directly to clean production and environmental
preservation, Kia constantly redresses related problems
through thorough monitoring. With efficient use of resources,
we strive to create a sustainable society through resource
recycling.

The raw materials used in car production are directly related
to the emission of environmental pollutants. To minimize
these emissions and to efficiently use resources inevitably
require the reduction of materials consumption in absolute
terms. Bear in mind that Kia Motors is ceaseless in its efforts
to become less dependent on raw materials starting with the
design phase. Particularly, in the paint application process,
Kia Motors utilizes highly efficient Robobell atomizers that
drastically reduce. The use of this equipment will eventually
be expanded to include all of our production facilities. 

Raw Materials

Kia Motors makes all-out effort to prevent global warming.
To this end, we have set up Energy Committees under the
direct leadership of factory heads and have encouraged them
to practice the efficient use and conservation of energy. This
is just one of many efforts at Kia Motors to reduce CO2

emissions. At the same time, Kia also publishes energy
conservation manuals. Our continuous energy conservation
efforts are also exemplified by the adoption of energy-saving
equipment from 2000 to 2004, such as the application of low-
temperature oil-removing agents, improvement of a
condensate collection system and replacement of older
equipment and facilities, etc. Furthermore, Kia signed the
Voluntary Agreement on Energy Conservation with the
Korea Energy Management Corporation (KEMCO), and
established the energy management system saving energy
worth an average of KRW 3.4 billion on an annual basis. 

In 2001, for the first time in the domestic auto industry, the
Hwasung Plant was honored with the Presidential Award at
the 23rd National Energy Conservation Competition. In 2004,
Kia Motors consumed 3,812,658 MWh in energy sources of
various types, including electricity. In addition, energy
consumption for per-unit production stood at 4.21 MWh, a
1.4% reduction from 4.27 MWh in 2000.

Energy
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Kia Motors' commitment to manufacturing environment-
friendly vehicles is not confined to the company itself.
Through closer communications with parts suppliers, Kia's
environmental commitment starts from the very beginning
stage of parts manufacturing. Our Green Procurement
System translates to the improvement of the environmental
aspects of car materials and parts and leads to truly
environment-friendly, safe vehicles. Kia Motors, by
purchasing parts not made of heavy metals and other
environment-degrading materials, endeavors to boost the
environmental friendliness of its products while helping our
business partners to enhance their environmental
technologies. 
As a result, these efforts have served as a strong foundation
for Environmental Management in the overall automobile
industry. Under the Green Procurement System, Kia has
provided over 450 parts suppliers with Environmental
Management training and education on the international
information system on auto parts materials. To evaluate the
progress of Environmental Management implementation at
its affiliates and subsidiaries, Kia Motors has reflected the
performance of its partners in a quality evaluation system,
called Quality Five Stars, instituted in February 2004. Kia
began to place even greater importance on these evaluations
in February 2005, and beginning in March of this year, the
company plans to expand its application to include an
additional system called Technology Five Stars.

Through the Green Procurement System, Kia has also been
setting up per-supplier Environmental Management
arrangements and promoting awareness of environmental
concerns while introducing measures to evaluate the
Environmental Management performance of its business
partners. The Green Procurement System is to be fully in
place by 2007, and from then on, procurement of non-
polluting, green materials will begin in full swing.

Green Procurement System
T h e  P o w e r  t o  Surprise

Since July 2003 we have been in the process of
expanding Supply Chain Environmental
Management as part of the national project
undertaken by the Ministry of Commerce,
Industry and Energy.
The Supply Chain Environmental Management
Pilot Project is a government-sponsored project
to introduce to different companies within the
supply chain the effective implementation of
environmental management. For the automotive
industry, where the final product contains more
than 20,000 different parts, cooperation with
suppliers is essential to respond to
environmental regulations and improve their
environmental friendliness. In order to achieve
these goals, we will establish an environmental
management strategy, clean production process
and environmental information network with
suppliers during the next three years and transfer
the knowledge and experience gained to them.
Kia Motors has formed Environmental
Management promotion teams within partner
companies, including 1st, 2nd and 3rd tier
suppliers to guide and enable them to set mid- to
long-term plans. In the 1st stage, running from
July 2003 to June 2004, Kia initiated pilot projects
with ten affiliates. For the 2nd stage, running
from July 2004 to June 2005, five more affiliates
joined in the project.

Supply Chain Environmental Management

Introduction phase

(2003-2004)

Increase awareness of
environmental
management

Introduce
environmental
management
evaluation system

Establishment of environment-friendly procurement system

Environmental management at all suppliers

Expansion phase

(2005-2006)

Settlement phase

(2007-)

Establish foundation
of green procurement

Establishment and
expansion of
environmenal
management at all
suppliers

Practice and
establishment of
green procurement

Procurement of
environment-friendly
parts and raw
materials

Voluntary Agreement (VA)
Since signing the Voluntary Agreement on
Energy Conservation & Reduction of
Greenhouse Gas Emissions in 1999 with the
Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Energy
(MOCIE) and KEMCO, Kia Motors turned its
efforts into action to reduce energy consumption
in car manufacturing. Through the VA, Kia is
targeting an 8% cut in energy consumption for
car manufacturing per unit for five years from
1999. Kia has already achieved the targeted 8%
reduction, and this landmark of progress was
rewarded with designation as Top-performing
Enterprise in 2001 and 2003. In the years 2002
and 2004, Kia was awarded with the Energy
Conservation Citation. 

Energy Conservation Promotion Campaign
Kia Motors engages all energy-consuming
business units and employees in energy
conservation PR activities. We have distributed
our "Energy Conservation Guide" to all
employees to highlight the importance of and
enable them to practice energy conservation in
all areas such as lighting, facilities, heating,
industrial water usage, and office appliances, etc.
The guide outlines the cost impact from energy
waste per utility, such as industrial water, steam,
and electricity on an hourly, daily and monthly
basis and demonstrates to users the immediate
effects of energy conservation. It also greatly
contributes to motivating them and increasing
their awareness of the importance of energy
conservation. Kia's company-wide, energy-
saving mindset is also promoted through public
advertising campaigns as well. 

Energy Conservation
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Climate Change Convention & Kyoto Protocol

We minimize the amount of water usage in the production of
automobiles to protect water resources and reduce
environmental pollution.
Kia Motor's continuous water conservation efforts have led to
impressive progress in this area, with a decline in water
usage of 743,188 tons in 2004 compared with 2000. Water
spending based on Korean won also dwindled by 22.1% over
the same period of time. Conservation of water usage in the
manufacturing process is a significant contributor to
minimizing environmental damage and achieving economic
benefits as well.

Moreover, Kia conducts continuous in-house training and PR
activities to facilitate proper sorting of waste and promote
recycling. In 2004, waste generated from our three domestic
plants reached 200,400 tons in total, 86.3% of which was
recycled. Kia Motors reduced its per-unit waste generation by
12.0% from 0.25 tons per car in 2000 to 0.22 tons in 2004. Kia
also declared 2005 as "Waste Reduction Year" and set
objectives for terminating the use of landfills, further waste
reduction and facilitating recycling.

Water

To optimally minimize the generation of wastewater in the
production process, Kia carries out systematic clean
production activities through the control of waste-generating
sources and the improvement of processes. Kia operates an
integrated collection facility to collect, sort and handle
generated wastewater, which is then disposed of by outside
contractors that specialize in this area. Kia also performs on-
site inspections twice a year at the designated wastewater
processing companies to ensure that they dispose of the
wastewater properly in conformity with related laws and
regulations. 

Waste Reduction & Improvement 
of Recycling Rates
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promote the Convention internally and externally
analyze strategic approaches to the Convention
prepare standards and verification measures concerning
greenhouse gas emissions

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

1. Form a foundation for the Convention on Climate Change

expand development and distribution of environment-
friendly vehicles 
in-house emission trading 
plan mandatory reduction initiative

3. Establish a systematic management scheme

build joint- response arrangement with academia,
government and NGOs 
establish clean production system throughout all
production processes 
work out plans for each company division

2. Set up joint-partnership

(2005)

(2006)

(2007~)

Development and Distribution 
of Green Vehicles

Product

acquisition of mass-production 
technologies (~2005)
execution of mass-production (2006~)
provision to Ministry of Environment (2005)

Development of hybrid cars

execution of pilot operation (~2009)
early wide distribution (2010~)

Development of fuel cell vehicles

development of the next-generation 
common-rail diesel

Expand development and provision 
of the next-generation diesel cars

reduce vehicle weight by 10%

Development of lighter cars & fuel
efficiency enhancing technologies

R&D on New & Renewable Sources of
Energy (NRSE) in partnership between
industry, academia and research institutes

Enhancement of energy efficiency &
development of CO2 reduction technologies

Enhancement of Energy Efficiency

Production

3% cut over three years from 2003
Introduction of Total Energy Consumption
Management System
utilization of new processing technologies for
energy conservation 
implementation of integrated energy
management system

Efforts in cutting down CO2 emissions
at production lines

Expand application of technologies on
waste reduction and recycling

Continuously promote VA on energy

Establishment of logistics rationalization 

3% cut in CO2 emissions per annum

Zero landfill (95% decrease from 1995)
increase recycling rates by 95%

Establishment of Response to the
Kyoto Protocol

Management

Convention on Climate Change team
environmental regulations evaluation
team for advanced countries
environmental education with NGO

Strengthening partnership between
academia, government, and NGOs

operation of affiliate support programs

Support CO2 reducing technologies to
auto-part suppliers

greenhouse gas verification 

Build up statistical base on greenhouse 
gas emissions 

PR/training for all concerned parties

Kwangju Plant Fish Farm (uses treated wastewater)

Establishment of measures 
addressing Kyoto Protocol issues

Preparation of statistical information on
greenhouse gas emissions

Support and execution
of government policies 

on greenhouse gas reduction

Greenhouse Gas

Reduction

Kia Motors regards supporting the Convention on
Climate Change as a very important social obligation.
The Convention on Climate Change is also closely linked
to the strong commitment of Kia to the use of
sustainable resources and to the minimizing of
environmental degradation. Emissions that cause global
warming are directly related to the fuel efficiency of
automobiles. Such emissions discharged by
automobiles   are mostly CO2, 90% of which is emitted
while the car is in operation. The remaining 10% comes
from the production of materials and vehicles,
transportation of parts and cars, and their
disassembling. To address the challenges of global
warming, Kia Motors progresses with phased and
segmental strategies.

Within our Planning Office, a taskforce on the Climate
Change Convention was set up and 14 tasks were
established for implementation in three stages. The first
stage, to be carried out in 2005, is to lay the foundation
for complying with the Convention on Climate Change
while and the second stage (2006) calls for forming joint
collaborations with academia, government and NGOs.
The third and final stage, beginning in 2007, has been
proposed to set up a systematic management system to
launch practical programs that will diminish emissions
that lead to global warming. In addition, Kia Motors has
established core tasks to be carried out at each of our
business units under the three themes of Environmental
Products, Environmental Production and Environmental
Management. 

Development of greenhouse 
gas-reducing technologies and

renewable forms of energy
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Under the goal of utilizing clean production technologies with
economic efficiency and environmental friendliness
throughout all production processes, Kia Motors strives to
limit environmentally hazardous materials in every step of
manufacturing, including material extraction from natural
resources and resource recovery from byproducts. We also
work to realize our planning concerning our environmental
goals, while maintaining cooperative partnerships with
administrative organizations by way of Voluntary
Environmental Control. These moves have served as a
strong motivation behind the Contract on Voluntary
Environmental Control. Also, for more proactive dedication to
pollution reduction, Kia Motors regulates the generation of
pollution through its in-house policies, which are even stricter
than existing legal restrictions.

Reduction of Environmentally 
Hazardous Materials

T h e  P o w e r  t o  Surprise

Reduction & Management of Air
and Water Pollutants

Kia Motors has installed state-of-the-art facilities,
implemented improved procedures and utilizes clean
technologies in an effort to cut down on emission of air and
water pollutants in the production process.  Due to air quality
concerns, Kia endeavors to prevent emissions of air
pollutants such as CO2, hydrocarbons, ammonia, and gas, at
the source. We have changed our door-welding method
from gas brazing to robotic electric arc- spot welding and
thereby reduced CO2 emissions by 9.0% in comparison with
2000. In the painting process, robotic vacuum suction and
Robobell automated systems are used to drastically cut
emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Kia also
plans to adopt water-soluble paints that contain less VOCs
from 2005 and onwards.  Furthermore, in our casting shops,
we have adopted phosphoric acid injection- type wet
scrubbers with improved efficiency to reduce odor.  Due to
our ceaseless efforts in reducing air pollutants, Kia Motors
achieved a 40.0% decrease in dust emissions in 2004
compared with 2000.
To prevent water pollution, Kia Motors utilizes telemetering
systems (TMS) to monitor concentrations of pollutants in the
processing discharged wastewater around the clock. Our
Hwasung Plant, among others, is equipped with excellent
integrated wastewater treatment facilities, which keep BOD 

Kia Motors strives to reduce the usage and release of
hazardous materials by utilizing alternative materials while
operating programs to prevent accidents of all kinds that may
arise in the process of storing, using and disposing of
hazardous materials. Kia has established standardized in-
house management procedures regarding hazardous
materials, which are routinely managed by designated
personnel at each business unit. These individuals are highly
trained in the handling of such chemicals. At the same time,
special care is given to comply with related laws and
regulations to prevent any environment-degrading accidents.
In applying new materials, Kia systematically studies their
toxicity. We also make every effort to reduce the amount of
hazardous chemicals we use and to find non-toxic substitute
materials.

(Biochemical Oxygen Demand) of effluent water below a
level of 5ppm. In addition, Kia has introduced a cleaning
solution quality control system and has cut down wastewater
generation drastically by extending the lifespan of cutting oils
and cleansing fluids, used in engine, transmission and
materials shops. Improvement in the treatment of cutting oils
has led an increase in our daily waste- processing capacity
from 10s to 30 tons. By comparison with 2000, Kia s total
emission of air and water pollutants in 2004 in terms of
Korean won was significantly reduced. As for the emission of
water pollutants in particular, the total amounts of BOD, COD,
and SS went down in 2004 by 42.4 %, 23.4 % and 75.7,
respectively, compared with 2000.

Reduction and Management of
Hazardous Chemicals 
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We continue making investment for environmental
preservation in order to create environment-friendly factories
that emit no hazardous materials. Environment-friendly
production or clean production means reducing the
generation of hazardous materials to protect the environment
from all stages of production and reduce manufacturing cost.
Economically sound and environment-friendly production
processes are used to minimize or prevent the generation of
environmentally hazardous materials from every stage by
extracting raw materials from natural resources;
manufacturing products; recycling wastes and byproducts;
and ultimately scrapping of the product. Elements of
production are categorized into raw materials, facilities,
human resources and production process, and each element
is made environment-friendly to respond to strengthening
regulations and to maintain a clean environment.

Clean Production Technology
T h e  P o w e r  t o  Surprise

Kia Motors set up a Regenerative Thermal Oxidizer (RTO) to
eliminate odor and total hydrocarbons (THC). This has led to
reduced density of emissions (THC and odor declined to 1/20
and 1/10 or less, respectively). The RTO has turned out to be
highly efficient in energy conservation, greatly contributing to
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and energy
consumption.

Air quality   
Installation of RTO at Paint-drying Facility 

To enhance the performance of the dust collector at our
Hwasung Plant cast iron shop, Kia has added secondary
filtering facilities. As a result, the efficiency ratio for
processing dust particles is now better than 99%. 

Improved Body-welding Dust Collector 

Due to local environmental concerns, the Hanam Materials
Plant replaced its existing filtering dust collector with a
washing-type scrubber, enabling the plant to eliminate 95%
of its dust creation. 

Additional Set-up of Dust Collectors at Materials Plant 

Kia Motors has installed a system at the opening of rainwater
drainage vents so as to prevent oil leakage from flowing into
the sea or accidents caused by flashfloods. 

Establishment of Contamination Prevention
System for Flashfloods and other Emergencies

The upgraded physical and chemical treatment method has
redressed shortfalls in the conventional ultra-filtration of
waste cutting oil, such as clogging of filters and decreased
filtration capacity. With this improvement, Kia Motors saw its
treatment capacity for used cutting oil rise to 30 tons per day
from 10 tons per day, which significantly reduced waste
treatment costs.

Improved Processing of Waste Cutting Oil

The increased use of coating agents resulted in greater
generation of coating sludge. As a response, Kia developed a
coating agent that discharges 25% less coating sludge. This
has served as a major contributor to reductions in waste
generation as well as enhancement of product quality.

Development of Low-temperature Coating Agent 
to Lessen Sludge

Water quality preservation

Traditionally used oil removal agents contain high levels of
sulfur and phosphorus. Therefore, Kia Motors developed its
own environment-friendly oil removal agents that notably
reduce water pollutant generation (the content of sulfur and
phosphorous amounts to 1/10,000 and 1/40 of the existing
agents, respectively).

Development of Sulfur and Phosphorous-free Oil
Removal Agents 

Kia operates fully-automated painting facilities, and has thus
reduced emissions of VOC and odors. Related to this is our
replacement of existing painting systems with Robobell
automated atomizers, which provide excellent transfer
efficiency. We have also installed robots in the lower sealing
process. These facilities have been further reinforced with a
discharge control system that bolsters transfer efficiency and
reduces the release of pollutants by cutting back on the use of
solvents.

Automation & Rationalization of Painting Process

The traditional power washing method that sprays
hydrocarbon cleansing agents on the bumper surface has
also been replaced with a process that uses flame plasma.
This change has enabled us to stop using hydrocarbon-
based cleansing agents and thereby, to eliminate a source of
air and water pollution.

Complete Change in the Bumper Painting Process
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2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

Chemicals

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004
2000

2001
2002

2003
2004

BOD SS

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

Wastewater

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

CO2

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

Water

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

PM

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

NOx

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

Hot coil

Hot coil usage per production unit(ton/unit)
Hot coil usage(ton) 

PM emission per production unit(kg/unit)
PM emission(kg)

BOD per production unit(g/unit)
BOD(ton)

Chemicals usage per production unit(kg/unit)
Chemicals usage(ton)

SS per production unit(g/unit)
SS(ton)

n-H per production unit(g/unit)
n-H(ton)

NOx emssion per production unit(kg/unit)
NOx emission(ton)

CO2 emssion per production unit(ton/unit)
CO2 emission(ton)

Paint usage per production unit(ton/unit)
Paint usage(ton)

Energy comsumption per production 
unit(MWh/unit)
Energy comsumption(MWh)

Wastewater discharge per production 
unit(ton/unit)
Wastewater discharge(ton)

Waste generated per production
unit(ton/unit)
Waste generated(ton)

Water consumption per production 
unit(m3/unit)
Water consumption(m3)

0.86
0.79 0.83

0.88 0.98

694,300
724,951

746,373

890,218

675,727

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

Paint

12,304

14,315

10,314
9,609

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

n-H

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

180,419
187,592

196,235

246.10

200,440

Waste

215.17
211.85

Waste recycled

Waste recycling rate(%)

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

77

84

86

87

82

Energy

12.84
11.28

12,488
14.65 15.81

14.11

3,771,322

3,690,815

3,812,658

3,561,149
4.27

4.18
4.38 4.33

4.21
3,430,134

6,013,741

5,772,341

6,088,102

5,344,914

6,105,273

7.58
7.17

6.90
6.77

5.90

714

633

565

606

0.84
0.73

0.71

1.04

0.62

835

393

0.46
0.47

0.50

410
409 408

0.48

0.45
403

674,020

660,453

621,332

681,000

637,297

0.77
0.75

0.77 0.77

0.75

3,540,720
3,335,313

3,779,708
3,629,525

4,010,671

4.70
4.71

4.06 3.91 4.01

56.10

38.40

59.90

34.50

65.90

74.56
77.38

64.35

45.06
38.10

17.60

7.20

22.20

5.40

23.90

27.63
28.06

20.19

8.45

5.96

7.3
7.0

4.5

2.2
1.6

9.09

8.22

5.16

2.58

1.77

221.37

1,857

2,294

2,759

1,337
1,291

1.61

1.57

2.13

2.69
3.05

197,719
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The load capacity of all vehicles used in distribution has been
increased through the following ways :
(1) Refrain from wasteful use of transportation vehicles by
sharing vehicles among departments in case of MIS (Mixed
Integer Programming), or circular (redundant) transportation
routes between factories, as well as improving load capacity
(2) Side Panel & Engine transportation
Thanks to the improved load capacity of its vehicles, Kia
Motors has saved a total of 19,000 of diesel fuel, or the
equivalent of about 54 tons of CO2.

Improving the Load Capacity of Vehicles 

The following show how we optimized our transportation
vehicle fleet : (1) Two trailers replaced a trailer and two 11-ton
trucks for engine delivery (2) 11-ton trucks were replaced with
40-ton trucks for engine delivery
These changes allowed us to save approximately 42,000 of
diesel fuel, which corresponds to about 120 tons of CO2.

Optimization of Transportation 
Vehicle Fleet

Kia increased the load capacity of its distribution vehicles for
the Carens from two to four units. This resulted in a savings
of approximately 500,000 of diesel fuel, which corresponds
to about 1,400 tons of CO2.

Increased Load Capacity for Painted 
Car Bodies 

To minimize waste resulting from the distribution process at
our three main plants, Kia Motors has reduced its use of
packaging materials and recycles transportation equipment.
These efforts have led to a decrease in waste of about 230
tons at the source. 

Reduction in Packaging Materials
and other Waste 

Since Kia began reactivating idle facilities and recycling
materials such as pallets, storage racks and lifters used for
transportation purposes, waste has dwindled by a total of 225
tons. 

Recycling/Reactivation of Storage 
Racks, Pallets and Idle Facilities

Through the reduced use of packaging materials in various
processes at our Sohari and Hwasung plants, Kia has
succeeded in further cutting waste by about 37 tons.

Reduction in Packaging Materials 

Logistics can be classified into three categories as follows : 
(1) Procurement Logistics: Logistics activities related to provision of raw and

subsidiary materials for auto-parts production
(2) Production Logistics: Logistics activities related to distribution of auto parts

between plants or and other facilities
(3) Distribution Logistics: Logistics activities concerning distribution of finished

car products

Kia Motors undertakes multi-faceted efforts to alleviate the
environmental impact that various logistics activities cause.
These efforts fall under two general objectives: Firstly, to
reduce greenhouse gas (CO2) emissions by enhancing the
logistics process, and; secondly, to decrease waste by
promoting more recycling and less packaging. Kia Motors
strenuous efforts to improve its logistics activities were
acknowledged when it was awarded the highly prestigious
Silver Tower Industrial Medal at the 2004 Korea Logistics
Awards.

Kia Motors endeavors to reduce fuel consumption of all
vehicles used in distribution through rationalization of its
transportation network.  These efforts are centered around
Kia s three domestic as well as its purchasing and sales 
headquarters. In 2004, Kia Motors saved a total of 808,000
of fuel (diesel) by upgrading and modifying the auto parts

load capacity of its vehicle fleet. The related improvements
translated into a decline in greenhouse gas (CO2) emissions
of 2,280 tons in total. 

Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Kia Motors is pushing ahead with an energy saving initiative
with the target of saving US$ 3.4 million (KRW 3.4 billion) per
year from 2000 though 2004 through the utilization of low-
temperature oil removal agents throughout the
manufacturing process and systems improvement for the
collection of condensate, etc.

Kia Motors moved its outdated underground oil storage
facilities and new refurbished them for aboveground
installation to eliminate the risk of water and soil pollution in
the event of leakage.

Aboveground Oil-storage Facilities

Other areas

At Kia Motors, we promote waste recycling, including such
previously discarded items as cast iron, while engaging in a
Zero-Waste-to-Landfill program at the same time. In 2004, Kia
also initiated an effort to cut down on waste-generating
sources by avoiding over-packaging.

Waste Reduction

Energy

Environmental Data
T h e  P o w e r  t o  Surprise

Logistics Enviroment

230.25
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Sohari Plant 

Indicators

Output

Input
(Use of Resources) 

P
o
l
l
u
t
a
n
t 

1) includes Hot coil usage of Hwasung plant       2) excludes paint usage in Carnival production line(2000 ~ 2001)        3) 2000 ~ 2002 : total n-H measured, 2003 ~ 2004 

Air 

Emission 

Water

Discharge 

Waste

Generated 

Chemicals

Unit

Hot coil(ton) 1)

Paint(ton) 2)

Electricity

(MWh, Energy)

Fuel

(MWh, Energy)

Water(m3)

PM(ton)

NOx(ton)

CO2(ton)

Wastewater(ton)

BOD(ton)

COD(ton)

SS(ton)

n-H(ton) 3)

Waste(ton)

Waste recycled amount(ton)

Waste recycling rate(%)

Chemicals usage(ton)

Hwasung Plant

1) includes Hot coil usage of Sohari plant

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

Waste Generated

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

Water Discharge

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

Air Emission

PM emission per production unit(kg/unit)       
CO2 emssion per production unit(ton/unit)

BOD per production unit(g/unit)  
SS per production unit(g/unit)

Waste recycling rate(%)      
Waste generated(ton)

Waste GeneratedWater DischargeAir Emission

PM emission per production unit(kg/unit)       
CO2 emssion per production unit(ton/unit)

BOD per production unit(g/unit)  
SS per production unit(g/unit)

Waste recycling rate(%)      
Waste generated(ton)

0.505 0.498

0.625

0.563
0.487

0.18

0.11

0.27

0.16

0.24

84.9 82.3
86.0

86.5

13.76
8.55

23.11

7.98

17.05

32.07

108.95

18.74

76.74

88.7
91.2

88.3

91.4

81.4

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

1.014
0.966

0.885

0.894
0.997

0.59
0.68

0.89

0.60

0.73

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

29.58

8.19

36.48

4.25

45.94

62.60

45.84

65.52

42.11

89.03

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

79.3

42,277
40,281

39,162
37.711

105,686
107,471

113,499113,405

69.18
123,719

40,722

Indicators

Unit

Hot coil(ton) 1)

Paint(ton)

Electricity

(MWh, Energy)

Fuel

(MWh, Energy)

Water(m3)

PM(ton)

NOx(ton)

CO2(ton)

Wastewater(ton)

BOD(ton)

COD(ton)

SS(ton)

n-H(ton)

Waste(ton)

Waste recycled amount(ton)

Waste recycling rate(%)

Chemicals usage(ton)

Output

Input
(Use of Resources) 

P
o
l
l
u
t
a
n
t 

Air 

Emission 

Water

Discharge 

Waste

Generated 

Chemicals



Major awards

Dec. 2004 : Kwangju Plant, Designated as top-performing enterprise on Waste Reduction

Nov. 2004 : Kwangju Plant, Received presidential award for Environmental Management

Oct. 2004 : Won Silver Tower Award on Logistics

Designation as environment-friendly plant

March 2004 : Sohari Plant, Designated as environment-friendly plant)
June 2004 : Hwasung Plant, Designated as environment-friendly plant
Dec. 2003 : Kwangju Plant, Designated as environment-friendly plant

ISO 14001 Certification

Dec. 2003 : Sohari Plant, Acquired ISO 14001 Certification
April 2003 : Hwasung Plant, Acquired ISO 14001 Certification
Oct. 2003 : Kwangju Plant, Acquired ISO 14001 Certification

Voluntary Environmental Management Initiative

March 2004, Jan. 2002 : Sohari Plant, Signed Voluntary Environmental Management Initiative Contract
Dec. 2003, Dec. 2000 : Hwasung Plant, Signed Voluntary Environmental Management Initiative Contract
March 2004, July 2003 : Kwangju Plant, Signed Voluntary Environmental Management Initiative Contract

Presidential Award for Energy Conservation

2004 : Sohari Plant, Designated as top-performing enterprise on Energy Conservation
2003, 2001 : Hwasung Plant, Designated as top-performing enterprise on Energy Conservation
2004, 2003, 2002 : Sohari/Hwasung Plant, Awarded with Energy Conservation Citation   
2004, 2003, 2002, 2001 : Kwangju Plant, Designated as top-performing enterprise on Energy Conservation

Voluntary Agreement on Energy Conservation and Reduction of Greenhouse Gas Emissions

1999 : Sohari Plant, Signed Voluntary Agreement on Energy Conservation and Reduction of  
Greenhouse  Gas Emissions
1999 : Hwasung Plant, Signed Voluntary Agreement on Energy Conservation and Reduction of 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
2001 : Kwangju Plant, Signed Voluntary Agreement on Energy Conservation and Reduction of
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
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Kwangju Plant

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

0.648
0.748

0.670 0.6480.614

1.81
1.96

2.45

1.32

1.89
70.00

88.18

69.56

74.23

69.95

61.05
68.04

53.42
54.18

55.04

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004 2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

31,723
34,011

49.230
43,668

39,840

61.2 51.5

78.8

67.5
77.7

Waste GeneratedWater DischargeAir Emission

PM emission per production unit(kg/unit)       
CO2 emssion per production unit(ton/unit)

BOD per production unit(g/unit)  
SS per production unit(g/unit)

Waste recycling rate(%)      
Waste generated(ton)

Indicators

Unit

Hot coil(ton)

Paint(ton)

Electricity

(MWh, Energy)

Fuel

(MWh, Energy)

Water(m3)

PM(ton)

NOx(ton)

CO2(ton)

Wastewater(ton)

BOD(ton)

COD(ton)

SS(ton)

n-H(ton)

Waste(ton)

Waste recycled amount(ton)

Waste recycling rate(%)

Chemicals usage(ton)

Output

Input
(Use of Resources) 
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Air 

Emission 

Water

Discharge 

Waste

Generated 

Chemicals



Social p e r f o r m a n c e

At Kia Motors, we strive to fulfill

our responsibilities as a corporate

citizen and earn trust to become a

respected enterprise with a new 

corporate culture. 

Love for humanity with the

automobile is the management

philosophy at Kia Motors and our

dream in realizing a future society

and culture of the automobile.

Kia Motors social accomplishment

in realizing its environmental

ideals is a result of cooperation

among its customers, employees,

suppliers and the local community.

We provide safe and reliable

products to our customers and

strive to sustain growth with

stable management for employees

and suppliers and create

employment. Furthermore, we

return corporate profit to the local

community through social

contributions.

E c o

G l o b a l

T h i n k i n g

a b o u t

T o m o r r o w

{ Sustainability Thinking about Tomorrow KIA MOTORS }

2005 Environmental & Social Report

Sustainable development is that which

meets the needs of the present without

compromising the ability of future

generations to meet their own requirements.

KIA MOTORS



Safety of the driver, passengers and pedestrians is
recognized as an important social responsibility at Kia
Motors, and we strive tirelessly for it. Such efforts have led us
to the development of advanced safety vehicles and various
vehicle safety systems. We also conduct safety training for
customers. Kia cars have been found to be the safest Korean
cars. The New Car Assessment Program (NCAP) by the
Ministry of Transportation & Construction (MOTC) and the
Korea Automotive Testing and Research Institute (KATRI) is
the only official automobile safety test in Korea, and in this
study, all models produced by Kia Motors received the
highest ratings. Optima received the highest rating in the
midsize category in 2000 with 5 stars for the driver side and 3
stars for the passenger side. Rio in 2001 received the highest
safety ratings in the small car category, while Visto and New
Spectra received the highest safety ratings in 2000 in the
minicompact and subcompact categories, respectively.
Furthermore, Carnival(Sedona) in 2003 was found to be the
safest vehicle for children in the back seats according to Euro
NCAP, the European safety standard. Meanwhile, Sorento
and Carnival(Sedona) received 5 stars from crash tests
conducted by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration in the U.S. 5 stars means the likelihood the
passengers would sustain severe injury is less than 5% in an
accident, and only the safest of vehicles receive such ratings.
Such standards are the result of safety built-in from design
based on Kia Motors philosophy on passenger protection. In
order to design safe cars, crashes are computer simulated in
the design stage, and actual crash tests are conducted at the

Customer Relations 

Kia Motors is developing an advanced safety vehicle(ASV) as
part of its desire to build the safest possible cars. ASV is the
comprehensive term for all of the safety-related technologies
involved in the development of an intelligent transport
system (ITS). ASV revolutionizes the safety of vehicles
through electronics technology. In the first phase of
development, the project involves securing core systems
technology by 2010 such as the vehicle control system and IT
technologies. ASV technologies are divided into preventive
safety technology, accident avoidance technology, fully
automatic driving technology, collision safety technology,
damage limitation technology and basic vehicular
technology. With ASV technology, Kia Motors aims to secure
a safe and comfortable traffic environment, reduce the social,
human and monetary cost of traffic accidents, and open the
way for the new automotive society.

The electronic brake distribution (EBD) system is a state-of-
the-art automatic control system that electronically
proportions the brake force to the front and rear wheels
according to changes in the load. It is a global trend to equip
vehicles with the EBD system. Kia Motors has been ahead of
its competitors in applying the EBD system and equipped its
entire domestic and export models with ABS(Anti-lock
Braking System) since 1998.

2005 Sustainability Thinking about Tomorrow KIA MOTORS

crash test center in Kia Motors Hwasung Plant and
Namyang R&D Center. Furthermore, advanced systems are
applied to Kia cars for the added safety of passengers. At Kia,
our sincere commitment to customer safety has made us the
fastest growing automaker over the previous two years in
the western European market where safety is a top the
priority among consumers.
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Advanced Safety Vehicle(ASV)

US  NHTSA Five  Star  Crash  Test  and  Rollover  Ratings

Front Star Rating

Driver Passenger Front Seat Rear Seat 2 Wheel Driver 4 Wheel Driver

Side Star Rating Rollover Rating

2005 Sorento

2005 Sedona

2005 Optima

2005 Spectra

Not Rated Not Rated
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The anti-lock brake system (ABS) controls the hydraulic
forces of the brake system to prevent the wheels from locking
in slippery road conditions such as in snow or in rain to
reduce stopping distance and secure maneuverability.

In contrast to the ABS, the traction control system (TCS) is
activated when the driving wheels slip when the vehicle is
under acceleration. It prevents the driving wheels from
slipping to maximize acceleration, climbing and turning
abilities of the vehicle by controlling the hydraulics of the
brake system or throttling the engine to reduce the torque of
the driving wheels.

The brake assist system (BAS) is applied in conjunction with
the ABS to secure greater braking force under emergency
situation with smaller brake pedal force. The system is
activated when the driver cannot apply enough brake pedal
force despite the need to activate the ABS system.

Communication among various systems within the vehicle is
essential in increasing the safety of the vehicle, and the
controller area network (CAN) greatly increases transmission
speed and reliability of the data. Kia Motors has
commercialized and applied CAN to mid-size or larger
models since 1998, and its application is broadened to most
models.

EBD  (Electronic Brake Distribution)

ABS  (Anti-Lock Braking System)

TCS  (Transaction Control System)

BAS  (Brake Assist System)

CAN  (Controller Area Network)

Road condition sensor

Magnetic sensor

Vehicle distance sensor

Forward obstacle sensor

Blind spot monitoring camera

Drive recorder

Side obstacle sensor

Air pressure sensor

In-side door lock/unlock

Rear obstacle sensor

GPS sensor

Airbag

Road-to-Vehicle/Vehicle-to-Vehicle  

communication system

Rear view camera

Water repelling wind shield

Seat-belt pre-tensioner

Driver monitoring sensor

Head-up display

Steering angle sensor

Electronic control throttle

Electronic control brake

Fire detection sensor

Vehicle speed, acceleration sensor

Collision detection sensor

Pedestrian collision injury reduction structure

Electronic control steering

Message display system

Hands-free system

T h e  P o w e r  t o  Surprise
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Frontal airbags are an important supplemental restraint
system that reduces the risk of severe injury by restraining
the passenger from hitting the steering wheel or the
dashboard in a head-on collision. The airbag inflates when
gas is discharged as explosive powder burns following the
signal from collision sensors. Prior to 1997, the focus of
airbag research and development was on raising the inflation
speed and pressure to increase protection to the passenger in
an upright position, which resulted in saving many lives.
However, it was found that the effectiveness was
compromised due to the rapidly inflating airbag when the
passenger is a child or small adult, or when the passenger is
caught in a collision bending forward. As a result,
considerable effort has been made to reduce the inflating
speed and pressure of the airbag. Kia Motors has kept in line
with such developments and introduced depowered airbags
with 20% to 35% less inflating power than the conventional
airbag in all models introduced after Sephia II. We have been
able to design an airbag that maintains passenger protection
in high-speed collisions whilst maximizing the safety of
smaller passengers with computer simulation and analysis of
passenger movement.

Customer satisfaction management is a management
philosophy that bases the survival of the enterprise on
satisfying the needs of customers and making management
decisions from the perspective of customers. In other words,
the management activities focus on satisfying the
customers needs for products or services so as to increase
the repurchase rate and maintain customer preference.

While revamping procedures ranging from sales promotion
to product delivery and after-sales service, under the theme
of Customer Satisfaction, Kia has created a more scientific
customer management system to maximize satisfaction.  As
early as 1991, Kia established a Customer Satisfaction
Headquarters, whose chief responsibility is to achieve true
Customer Satisfaction. We have also conducted customer
satisfaction surveys periodically in order to find out how
customers grade Kia Motors on its products and services.
These surveys have served as a critical indicator for CS
Managementcompany-wide. Since 2000, Kia has set up
guidelines and procedures based on Customer Satisfaction
Index (CSI) studies, and instituted related business standards
to better understand customer expectations and the degree
to which they are being fulfilled. The collected information is
then analyzed to discern a more efficient approach to
customer satisfaction. Exemplary arrangements for the

2005 Sustainability Thinking about Tomorrow KIA MOTORS
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Computer Simulation

We make every effort to make all our vehicles as safe as
possible in collision. We conduct collision tests under harsh
conditions and according to the crash test criteria of many
countries and automotive safety institutes in order to
incorporate the results into designing safer vehicles. We
strive to post the highest possible results in various crash
tests as well as meet regulatory requirements. Creating the
safest vehicles for our customers is our highest goal. There
are many different crash test requirements around the world
such as frontal, side and offset crash tests. Furthermore,
many automotive safety institutions around the world such
as SINCAP, NCAP and OFFCAP conduct crash tests and
make the results public to help consumers choose safer
vehicles. As such, we conduct crash tests according to the
criteria of each country around the world.

Actual vehicle collision tests Customer satisfaction

2003 2004

Target

Result

Achievement

Overall degree 

of  satisfaction

Satisfaction level 

with distribution rocess

70

70.4

100.6%

72 

71.6

99.5%

74

72.3

97.7%

74 

75.7

102.4%

63

62.8

99.7%

64 

71.6

99.5%

73

72.8

99.7%

74 

72.8

98.4%

Customer satisfaction

Management. Modeling itself after Toyota s VOC system, the Kia Motors
VOC System, as the first of its kind in Korea s automobile industry, collects
feedback from over 30,000 customers per year and swiftly reflects it not
only in R&D but in procedures ranging from production to sales and
maintenance, thereby achieving CS enhancement at a company-wide level.
Kia also runs a customer voice board on its Web site to collect the diverse
opinions of customers while awarding customer-complimented
employees on a monthly basis to encourage customer-oriented services
among employees.

5. Over-phone Monitoring Survey (Sales, Maintenance) : Evaluation-based
survey conducted on customers who purchased Kia products within the
previous fifteen days or had the vehicle repaired within the previous ten
days. Categories include convenience of dealer locations, maintenance,
auto parts sales, contact points, etc.

6. Special Survey : Conducted by specially designated monitoring agents
from the customer perspective. Agents evaluate strengths and weaknesses
in customer service using a list of various categories. 

www.kia.co.kr
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Actual Veicle collsion testsIn order to make comprehensive evaluation of all types of
collision on the road, there must be car-on-car collision tests
and analysis techniques. Furthermore, the concept of
collision safety must encompass all collisions that may take
place in real road conditions. Kia Motors conducts analysis of
collisions between different classes vehicle as well as those of
the same class. In collisions between different class vehicles,
the ratio of their weight becomes the biggest factor, and the
frontal shapes of the cars, their overall or isolated sectional
rigidity determine vehicle compatibility. Vehicle compatibility
is a concept that considers the safety of the passengers in
vehicles involved in real road collisions.

Passenger movement analysis

Car-on-car collision analysis

realization of Customer Satisfaction include Voice of
Customer (VOC), originated in 1995, and the CS Academy,
which has been in place since 2000 to promote a customer-
oriented mindset among employees at Kia Motors.

Satisfaction level 

with repair & 

maintenance services

Satisfaction level 

with quality

Target

Result

Achievement

Target

Result

Achievement

Target

Result

Achievement

Generally, the CSI Survey is conducted annually while special surveys are
carried out once in a while under specified objectives, which sometimes are
initiated jointly with the CSI Survey.

1. CSI Survey : As a representative CSI study, this survey is aimed at customers
who purchased a Kia vehicle three months to three years prior. The survey
result implies overall customer satisfaction levels regarding the categories of
product quality, sales and services, repair and maintenance, brand image, etc. 

2. Employee Satisfaction Survey :  Study on business performance of Kia
Motors employees, group behavior, corporate culture, etc.

3. Surveys of Dealer Satisfaction Index (DSI) & Associate Satisfaction Index
(ASI) : Dealer Satisfaction Index (DSI): Study on overall satisfaction levels with
corporate marketing policies including PR support Associate Satisfaction Index
(ASI): Study on overall satisfaction levels with after-sales policies and related
maintenance and repair services aimed at affiliates and subsidiaries, such as
designated repair shops, car clinics, etc. 

4. Survey on Voice Of Customer (VOC) : Kia Motors has continuously
implemented customer satisfaction programs to realize on-site CS

Focus of CSI Survey



Kia Motors has continuously implemented customer
satisfaction programs to realize on-site CS Management.
Modeling itself after Toyota s VOC system, the Kia Motors
VOC System, as the first of its kind in Korea s automobile
industry, collects feedback from over 30,000 customers per
year and swiftly reflects it not only in R&D but in procedures
ranging from production to sales and maintenance, thereby
achieving CS enhancement at a company-wide level. Kia also
runs a customer voice board on its Web site to collect the
diverse opinions of customers while awarding customer-
complimented employees on a monthly basis to encourage
customer-oriented services among employees.
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Voice of Customer (VOC) System

Kia Motors Commitment to customer satisfaction is also
reflected in its Q-Service, which involves having qualified
engineers to deliver Quick, Quality services in a Quiet,
comfortable environment for customers whenever and
wherever they want. Under the motto of Customer
Satisfaction, service managers care for customers having
their cars repaired throughout the entire process, from the
time the customer s car enters the shop until it s ready to go.
In addition to One-Stop Service, Kia Motors also delivers
maintenance services with full accountability on the part of
the technicians who provide the services. Furthermore, Kia
Motors does its best to avoid even a single case of customer
complaint over its maintenance services by fully utilizing its
maintenance and delivery reservation system, as well as the
Kia SMS text-messaging notification service.  
At the same time, Kia strives in various other ways to

First in Customer Satisfaction

enhance service quality, which is a key to Customer
Satisfaction. These include the operation of High-tech Teams
and the distance-diagnostic system, which both enable Kia to
provide support expertise and experience in maintenance for
service centers under direct company management. To
ensure that customers receive quality services with equal
levels of technology and experience across the nation, Kia
trains engineers in state-of-the-art repair at technical training
schools, called AST (Automobile Service Technique) Cells,
located in 20 service centers nationwide. At Kia Motors, we
pursue dedicated Q-Service, through which a new customer
is guaranteed dedicated repair, maintenance and full
reliability throughout the lifecycle of the vehicle. Kia s Q-
Service has received high amounts of praise from
appreciative customers. 
Additionally, Kia Motors works hard to offer what customers
require even before they voice their needs. These efforts
include car maintenance for a variety of car clubs, custom
maintenance services at summer resort areas, flood-
damaged car repair, service and repair on holidays, and,
specially-designed services for customers residing or
vacationing on islands. Kia Motors also provides Opirus
purchasers with the Pre-care Service or preventive
maintenance, through which we provide periodic checkups
and cost-free part replacement every 5,000, 10,000, 20,000
and 40,000 kilometers.  
We also strive to ensure that cars can be systematically and
regularly checked against their maintenance records, which
are available in the form of per-mileage checklist sheets and
detailed Pre-Care Service Passbooks. Kia Motors list of
customer care services never ends. Kia even provides a
carwash service after maintenance, full maintenance
throughout the car s lifecycle, 24-Hour Emergency Service
and basic maintenance training for customers. Due to such
efforts, Kia Motors ranked at the top of the Service Quality
Satisfaction Index (KS-SQI), as announced by the Korea
Standard Association in 2002 and 2004.

Proposal

Examination
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customer satisfaction through efficient services and sharing
of information. The portal site allows us to quickly respond to
the needs of dealers across the globe, while the introduction
of the Kia Overseas Service Integrated System(KOSIS) allows
integrated evaluation of dealers customer satisfaction and
service performance. In addition, a computer telephony
integration (CTI) system, which integrates the computer
system and the telephone voice services, has been
developed to provide more diverse services to customers.
Kia Motors continues to hold public meetings and overseas
roadshows to disclose the successes of environmental
management as a means of sustaining the communication
channel. Introducing Kia Motors activities through reports,
homepage and advertisements are good examples of
sustainable communication.

Communication with Customer

In an effort to provide maximum satisfaction to visiting
customers, Kia Motors is implementing dealership
standardization along with environmental improvement
campaigns at dealerships. At the same time, Kia will
designate certain periods on a quarterly basis for special
campaigns redouble our efforts in environmental
improvement. Because of our concerted efforts in using
recyclable materials and promoting dealership
standardization, we have minimized material waste and
further promoted the green corporate image of Kia Motors.
Kia Motors green service is growing worldwide through the
Act Smart Campaign, initiated by overseas dealers. The Act
Smart Campaign is a voluntary campaign begun by Kia
dealers to preserve the environment. The campaign was
proposed to offer customers convenient and green services
by way through 3S, or scraping, sweeping, and sorting.
The goals of the campaign are to be achieved via three
stages comprising the introduction stage (2003), the
development stage (2004) and the completion stage (2005).

Green Dealerships

Fast-evolving life patterns entail diversified customer
needs. In the meantime, the automobile plays an
increasingly important role in people s lives and is more
than a mere means of transportation. In adapting to the
changing times, Kia Motors is building an Advanced
Total Service System to meet the needs of mobile
lifestyles. Kia seeks to provide customer service more
quickly and more accurately wherever the customer
requires it. To this end, we have developed standardized
maintenance capabilities throughout our entire network
while bolstering our maintenance technology and
training programs, while also boosting information
connectivity among maintenance center through a long-
distance support network.  

For smooth supply of auto parts, Kia plans to enhance
its logistics system to the most ophisticated level by
setting up an early-warning system for low-in-stock auto
parts. On top of this, Kia is making every effort to
differentiate its services by developing them, as well as
our customer comfort facilities, to an even higher level.
In the meantime, Kia is focusing more on customized
services to meet the specific needs of each individual
customer through Customer Relationship Management
(CRM), and thereby transform after-the-fact service
into preventive, before-the-fact service. This
combination of Proactive Service, Pre-Care Service, Car
Lifecycle Service and the joint CRM marketing initiatives
are enabling customers to experience higher levels of
service. 

Kia Motors topped the list on the Service Quality
Satisfaction Index (KS-SQI) jointly organized by the
Korea Standard Association and the JoongAng Ilbo
newspaper. The ranking covered various categories
including customer satisfaction and company response
and accountability to customer expectations, customer
services, service originality, reliability and customer
accessibility. The KS-SQI, Korea s most respected and
representative service quality index accommodating all
industrial sectors nationwide, ranked Kia Motors at the
top of the list twice, once in 2002 and again in 2004.

www.kia.co.kr
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Advanced Total Service System

First in Service Quality 

Feedback

Management : HQ

Product/Quality : R&D Plant

A/S center

Sales

Improvement



Through continuous communication with customers, Kia
Motors has strengthened its customer relations
management while also operating various programs in the
areas of sales, maintenance and marketing. Also, the analysis
of internal and external customer-related information has
enabled Kia to carrying out PR campaigns designed to meet
specific customer preferences. 
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Customer Relations Management 

Kia Motors is promoting Internet-based or e-CRM in order to
further satisfy customers by offering individually customized
services. Kia Home Service serves as an organic connection
with customer service programs while individualized service
provisions online allow for a long-term relationship with the
customer at lower cost and with higher efficiency. Kia is
continuously expanding its offering of customer services to
include maintenance services, updated and detailed
information on products, objective test drive reports,
consultation services and offers of test-rides. 

e-CRM

Kia Motors has clear and strict security policies on
procedures relating to our customer database and its system
programming, which is to prevent risks of misuse and
outflow of customer information. Kia manages under
stringent customer security regulations all customer-related
information, which includes the use of an Integrated
Customer Management System, a Customer Analysis
Database, an Impromptu Program, an Sales Information
Management System, a Regional Market Management
Program, an E-mail Management System, and an Inquiry
Program for an Internet-subscribed Members Database and
Customer Information. Kia maintains a dedicated department
to control all customer-related information. Therefore, other
departments are required to ask for support from the
dedicated department when they need to access customer

information. We also organize customer information security
training in conformity with due procedures and policies
under the supervision of the responsible manager. Moreover,
all authorized users of customer information are subject to
periodic security training at least once per quarter. Beginning
in 2004, Kia Motors implemented a strengthened customer
information security system to enhance reliability for online
members, and to provide them with greater protection from
a technical and control aspect, and thereby ensure flawless
protection of personal information in cyberspace.
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be aware of its efforts to fulfill its social responsibilities and
preserve the environment, and form a channel of
communication with environmentally conscious customers.
The organization of an environment-themed tour of tidal flats
and fuel efficiency events demonstrate Kia Motors
endeavors at promoting energy conservation and sound
automotive culture among the public. To commemorate the
awarding of the 2004 Energy Award to the Morning,
following past Kia award-winning models the Carens, the
Optima, the Visto and the Cerato, Kia Motors held the
Morning Energy Winner Contest in 2004. In the contest the
Morning recorded 28km per liter on average.

Green Marketing

Contract

Delivery

A / S

Sale

Promotion

CS

Customer

center

Sales 

promotion 

Marketing

Relationship Maintenance

Consistent linkage

Guaranteed repair and maintenance

Sales-maintenance joint service

Free checkup tour

Affiliate maintenance network

Customer Management Program

VIP Marketing Program

CS Survey/Analysis

Happy Call

Thank-you programs

Invitational cultural events 
for customers

DB Promotion

campaign

Effective solicitation

Relationship 
Maintenance

Re-purchase
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Kia Motors fully utilizes sports marketing to promote its
dynamic and sporty image. Our steady sponsorship of
international sporting events includes the Australian Open
Tennis Championship and the Davis Cup. Kia Motors also
sponsors inline skating and the X-Games as part of its
proactive sports marketing. Kia signed an official sponsorship
contract lasting five years from 2004 to 2008 with the
Australian Open Tennis Championship while becoming an
officially selected automobile sponsor for the Davis Cup for
2004 and 2005. The year 2004 took on special meaning when
Kia founded the Kia-Verducci International Team consisting
of unrivalled inline female skaters while officially supporting
the World Inline Cup (WIC) 2004. Since successfully hosting
the Cerato Ski Camp in 2004, Kia will serve as a co-sponsor
for the 2005 Asia X-Games, which are to be held in Seoul
from May 26 though May 29. In the future, Kia Motors plans
even greater involvement in energetic and inclusive sports
marketing in various areas. 

Security of Customer Information

Sports Marketing 
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Kia Motors does its best to be a responsible corporation that returns its economic gains back to society in the way of
job creation. According to the Korea Automotive Research Institute (KARI), the automobile industry employs even
more people in Korean than the semiconductor and steel industries. 

Job Creation

www.kia.co.kr
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Employees at Kia Motors may not be discriminated on the
basis of their nationality, sex, religious affiliation or social
status, and they are entitled to receive equal opportunity
according to their abilities, while the company makes every
effort to provide full employment based on trust with its
employees.
Kia Motors founded the Employment Security Committee to
ensure job security and stabilization and enacted
employment principles to recruit a talented workforce in a fair
and just manner all across the company. Kia Motors
consistently pursues job stability as well as reasonable
corporate management.

Security in Employment

T h e  P o w e r  t o  Surprise
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Number of Employees 
Section

Office Sales Production Technical Others Total

2004

2003

2002

6,337

6,235

6,219

3,550

3,626

3,499

20,299

19,305

18,258

1,675

1,687

1,690

391

425

404

32,252

31,278

30,070

2002
2003

2004

Number of Employees 

Employees by Occupation 

32,252

Kia motors Number of Employees

2002
2003

2004

1,338

1,522

1,861

Job creation by year Job creation in 2004 by region 

Section Employment

200 thousands

23 thousands

65 thousands

4 thousands

535 thousands

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Tier others

Employment in Suppliers

Total

Office Sales Production Technical Special Contract Total

HQ

Sohari

Hwasung

46

Kwangju

R&D

Others

Total

28

67

21

63

4

229

64

736

251

1,051

1

1

3

3

7

4

1

9

18

13

7

7

3

39

14

62

102

817

276

67

1,338

HQ : Yangjae, Apgujung, Wonhyoro, Gaedong R&D : Namyang, Shihwa, Sohari Center

(Dec. 31, 2004)

30,070
31,278

500

1,000

1,500

2,000

20,000

25,000

30,000

35,000

(In person)



Kia Motors makes every effort to protect and increase the
levels of the basic rights of all employees to recognise the
dignity and value of the human being. The company
guarantees organization and association with labor unions.
All grievances by employees are handled in accordance with
a grievance-handling manual and a grievance counseling
office and a sexual harassment counseling office are
operated to handle employee grievances.
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Employee Rights

Fair Treatment: No discrimination on the basis of gender,
nationality, religious beliefs, or social status (Article 33.3 of
Collective Agreement, Article 4 of Employment Principles)

Maternity Protection: Menstrual leave, maternity leave,
childcare leave, temporary leave of absence for childcare
(Article 28-30, and Article 46.1.4 of Collective Agreement,
Article 30.2 and Article 43-44 of Employment Principles)

Protection from Sexual Harassment in the Workplace
(Article 50 of Collective Agreement, Article 11 of Employment
Principles) 

Protection of Personal Profile Information (Article 33.1 of
Collective Agreement, Article 46-47 of HR Regulations)

Guarantee of Job Security (Article 35 and 44 of Collective
Agreement) 

Freedom of Association (Article 8 of Collective Agreement)

Summarized Regulations on Human Rights 

Protection for Employees
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To efficiently address employee complaints, create a harmonious

working environment and boost employee morale, Kia Motors has

established standards for grievance handling and also runs a human

resources (HR) ombudsman service. The HR ombudsman service,

while addressing individual employee complaints, collects

improvement proposals on HR policies and procedures which are

then reflected in HR policy making. Kia Motors also operates a sexual

harassment counseling center under the HR ombudsman service to

prevent and resolve incidents of sexual harassment at the workplace. 

HR grievance handling begins with an employee submitting a HR

grievance form or visiting the HR ombudsman Service or a related HR

department. Once the grievance is filed, the responsible manager

takes all possible actions to resolve the problem via consultation with

related business units and closes the case by notifying the employee

of the results. The grievance-handling manager must keep confidential

all information acquired in the process of handling the grievance, and

the employee filing the grievance must not be discriminated against in

any way. In the meantime, a Grievance Handling Committee, set up in

each department, addresses HR-related problems and complaints of

office workers, sales workers and engineers at manufacturing units.

The HR ombudsman service has been incorporated into Kia Motors

intranet to ensure efficient handling of grievances and accessibility to

employees from their desks. 

The grievance handling process and the rights of employees are

examined for grievance filing and resolution analysis purposes to

evaluate improvements in employee rights.  In addition to HR

grievances, employee inquiries regarding HR policies, procedures and

other general regulations are answered by the HR Grievance Window

on Autoway, the name for Kia Motors intranet. To make inquiries,

employees post questions or raise an issue on the board at their own

convenience so that the responsible HR staff personnel can provide

answers or take actions to resolve the issues. This arrangement allows

for sharing of HR information and enhances business efficiency. It also

contributes greatly to the creation of a more spirited corporate culture

and organization.

Kia Motors invested 203.4 billion KRW in 2004 to improve the
welfare and the working environment of its employees.

Employee Welfare

2000

2,034

1,684

1,384

1,168

954

(100 Million /KRW)

Kia Motors makes every effort to improve the health and
safety of its employees, protect the company s assets and
well being of the employees, and to create a more
comfortable working environment.  This is supported by the
Industrial Safety & Health Committee, which is comprised of
managers from labor and management. The Industrial Safety
& Health Committee reviews medical services for employees
and studies causes of occupational diseases to establish
countermeasures. The committee is also involved in
employee health counseling and education.  Furthermore,
the committee seeks to build consistent and adequate
employee protection measures by circulating and distributing
safety and health-related materials and protection gear. In
order to maintain a comfortable workplace and secure the
health of all employees, Kia  has its work environment
reviewed at a minimum of twice a year,  thereafter striving to
make improvements in the workplace and facility
environment. 

Industrial Safety & Health Committee

Labor Union Organization Grievance Handling & HR Ombudsman Service

Excerpt from Kia Motors Collective Agreement

Article 4 Qualification of Union Membership (Chapter 1 General)

Newly hired employees gain membership in the labor union at the time of joining

the company, except for the following cases, (however, employees other than

technicians and sales staff, as well as workers at the Sohari Plant, the Hwasung Plant,

the Kwangju Plant and the Sihwa Research Center will become members according to

their own volition): 

1. Manager level or beyond 

2. Directing Manager, Laborer for Human Resources Management, Systems Tech

General Affairs, and Legal Affairs, Funding and /or accounting staff

(including those on benefits for accounting job),  retaries 

3. Drivers for executives, Security guards 

4. Those in charge of reserved forces and/or military drills 

5. Those involved in corporate policy and strategy decisions 

6. Internship, Temporary workers, Employees for specifically   designated positions

Article 5 Equal Standing of Labor and Management (Chapter 1 General)

Employment conditions are determined on an equal footing between labor and

management. And any contract item in violation of this Agreement shall become

void and null. 

Article 8 Union Activities (Chapter 2 Union Activities)

The Employer shall allow unrestricted union activities and shall not engage in the  

management of the union in any circumstances. The company shall not put any  

disadvantage on those engaging in legitimate activities of the union under any

circumstances.

Article 10 Full-time Unionist (Chapter 2 Union Activities)

The Company and the union, by traditional practice, shall assign an appropriate    

number of full-timers to take full charge of general union affairs. And the staffing may   

be adjusted in reflection of workload through consultation between labor and 

management.

Article 18 Labor Dispute (Chapter 2 Union Activities)

The Company shall not intervene in or hamper labor strikes or disputes. And  

participation in labor disputes shall not be a legitimate reason for the company to    

give disadvantageous treatment to the participants.

In an event of labor disputes, labor and management shall find a resolution together.

Issues on Collective Agreement 
- The Agreement is to be revised every two years while the current Collective  

Agreement expires on April 1, 2006. The draft for the revision shall be provided to the   

other party a month prior to the expiration date. 

Issues on Salary Negotiation 
- Negotiation shall occur on a yearly basis while the current salary scheme expires on  

March 31, 2005. Salary raises (proposals) shall be presented in reflection of internal  

and external environments including corporate management status and inflation.

Labor Management Council
- Date and time, venue, agenda, and the list of negotiating representatives shall be  

presented in written form ten days prior to collective bargaining. For the discussion,  

labor and the management shall be represented by no more that 16 delegates per side. 

- Issues of Labor Management Council 

Issues requiring consultation and coordination between labor and management in the   

wake of social and economic changes or legislative modification Issues specified in  

Article 19 of the Act on Labor Participation and Cooperation Promotion 

500

1,000

1,500

2,000

2,500

2004
2003

2002
2001
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Launching of New Industrial Safety and Heath Center 

2004 was a landmark year in that Kia Motors vigorously
expanded its employee welfare programs. This effort was
highlighted by the opening of the Industrial Safety and Health
Center, which provides treatment and prevents muscular and
skeletal disorders under the goal of improving employee
welfare and the quality of medical service. The center greatly
contributes to employee health and welfare through self-
regulatory health management and prevention and
treatment of occupational diseases.
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Health Maintenance

Kia Motors provides annual medical checkups for its
employees for early detection of disease and maintenance of
good health. The medical checkup includes a general medical
and diagnosis by specialists. Immediate family members of
employees also receive medical support such as medical
expenses, national health insurance and designation of
affiliated medical centers. As part of the program, a total of
6.4 billion KRW (US$3.91 million) in medical expense
assistance were given to employees or their family members
in 2003. In particular, Kia Motors is the first company in Korea
to provide regular oriental medicine for better medical care
for its employees. Meanwhile, online medical services from
OnlineMed and its affiliate hospitals are available for even
more convenient medical care.

i-ESH System

Since 2004, Kia Motors has operated an integrated
environmental, safety, and health system, otherwise known
as the i-ESH System . The i-ESH System allows employees
to easily access various forms of information and data on the
environment, safety and health.

www.kia.co.kr
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2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

0.92 % 

1.38 %

1.56 %

1.29 %

1.12 % 

1.48 %

1.10 %

1.23 %

1.51 % 

1.93 %

1.35 %

1.60 %

3.24 % 

3.14 %

2.21 %

2.86 %

4.07 % 

4.64 %

1.98 %

3.56 %

Sohari

Hwasung

Kwangju

Total

Industrial accident ratio

Certification of Industrial Safety and 

Heath Management System 

In an effort to prevent industrial accidents and create a more
comfortable working environment, Kia Motors has set up
objectives for the preservation and enhancement of
employee safety and health. In 2002, the Sohari Plant set a
goal to acquire KOSHA 18001 certification, granted by the
Korea Occupational Safety and Health Agency (KOSHA). 
Meanwhile the Hwasung Plant won OHSAS 18001
certification in October 2004 from Occupational Health and
Safety Assessment Services (OHSAS), and KOSHA 18001
certification in December 2004.

Kia Motors has a human resources development center
with 20,826m2 space for simultaneous training of 1,300
persons, production training center with 2,843m2, and
Kwangju training center with 13,752m2.

Training Facilities

Human resources development center

Kia Motors offers systematic educational and training
programs for its employees to improve their abilities as well
as to improve the quality of the company s organization.
Training programs are specialized into management,
production, sales and repair services. For the highest trained
personnel, we offer management education, core personnel
education, job duty improvement education, cyber education
and human resources development education. In addition,
various educational programs are offered to employees as
part of the company s welfare program. We also support
education of highly qualified students as part of the
academia-industry cooperative programs. Kia Motors career
competence development training regulation oversees
employees abilities to maintain and develop their careers.
With a human resources development strategy with a vision
and mission, Kia Motors fosters highly trained professionals
for the 21st Century.
In 2001, Kia Motors was granted the Korea HR Excellence
Award by the Korea Management Association (KMA) in
acknowledgement of Kia s human-centered management
based on future-oriented insights. In 2004, Kia Motors earned
an A grading in Internet communications training
evaluation, organized by the Ministry of Labor, thereby
showcasing Kia s excellence in in-house training.

Employee Training

44-1, Bongmyung-Li, Namsi-Myun,
Youngin, Kyungki-Do

Address

TEL

FAX

Area Site

Building 

031-329-7373~6
031-329-7333
21,000 / Building 18,000 
Training building (4 floor, 2 sub-floor)
Housing building (5 floor, 1 sub-floor)

Production training center

78-1, Soha-Dong, Kwanmyung,
Kyungki-Do

Address

TEL

FAX

Area Site

Building 

02-801-3029
031-801-3290
3,000 / Building 9,000
Building 5 floor, 1 sub-floor 

Kwangju training center

266, Naebang-Dong, Seo-Ku, 
Kwangju

Address

TEL

Area Site

Building 

02-801-3290
14,000 / Building 6,000

5 floor, 1 sub-floor

By receiving these certifications, Kia became the first
automobile manufacturer to obtain domestic-and overseas-
combined certification for Industrial Safety and Health
Management Systems.
Declaring 2005 the Year of Safety and Health Management,
Kia Motors has consistently organized relevant training for all
employees. In the meantime, Kia is redoubling it efforts to
cultivate safety specialists, improve facility infrastructure and
establish full systemization so that the Industrial Safety and
Health Management System becomes a more integral factor
in Kia Motors daily operations.
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VISION

MISSION

People
of HRD

Professional with constant Studying enthusiasm 
Creative challenger 

Devoted member of society

Globalization / Brand Value / Sustainable Business /HR Management

Kia Motors categorises its education system into planning,
practice and evaluation stages. The planning stage involves
analyzing, designing and developing educational programs.
Evaluation is divided into four different stages for diversified
evaluation. Evaluation indices are designed to systematically
manage and operate the human resources development
program. Evaluations are made annually for planning future
educational programs. In 2004, total expenditures on
education and per-capita cost went up significantly due to
endeavors to diversifying the curriculum and narrow  the gap
in educational opportunities  between different groups and
job categories, whereas educational hours per person
dwindled  due to the new five-day work week. 

Education Evaluation Index

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

Total education expenses

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

Education expenses per employee

35

45

31

38

2000
2001

2002
2003

2004

Education hour per employee

85 85
80

58

Online education surpasses time and space restrictions, and
its lower cost allows educational opportunities for more
people, and training can be provided in a timely manner to
respond quickly to changing needs. All training programs
available at Kia Motors are standardized and are offered
through Kia Motors educational portal Kia Education
Management Information System (KEMIS:http://edu.kia.co.kr) 
Since being launched in July 2000, Kia Motors Cyber-
training has continuously expanded in a relatively short
period of time to encompass a wide range of educational
courses and other systems. In 2004, Kia  operated 11
independently-developed courses, job duty training, and
commissioned 151 classes in foreign languages to
proactively improve overall corporate performance and
support employees in enhancing their individual capabilities.
Kia also highlights core-resource nurturing programs, which
include the Kia Motors MBA course and job duty training
overseas. These efforts are aimed at cultivating highly-
qualified employees and executive researchers as globally-
thinking core elites.  At Kia Motors, we have also formulated
a step-by-step development plan for family education
programs. Currently, we operate an Online College for
housewives and an Online Economics Class for children.
These programs have 3,735 and 1,410 students enrolled,
respectively. Kia Motors educational programs provide the
momentum for the further educational growth of our
employees and their family members, as well as society at large. 

Online Education

Section

Step Step 1 (~2004 years) Step 2 (~2007 years) Step 3 (~2010 years)

Community

One-sided
-  Education on reorganization

of Family Education structure 

-  Per-plant training

Development /  
Systemization of the 
family Education Building 
up online education 
contents

-  complementation of  
housewife / children 
education

Family unit education
-  Strengthen family-unit     

education programs

-  Community services

-  Themed courses by age 
group

-  Fully implement the five- 
day  work week, open  
weekend  programs

Plans to associate with   
outside education 
organizations
Develop programs with 
general approaches in 
terms of employee 
welfare

-   Enhancement of quality of  life

Facilitation of regular   
programs( Open to 
community residents)

Multi-dimensional     
Education

- Multi-faceted approach to  
Family Education

- Customized education per 
attendants

Facilitate corporate
culture education
Serve community 
with participation of
local residents

Happy Family Life 
with Kia Motors

World`s 
Leading Company

Direction of Family Education Development 

Ideal Human Resource

Vision/Mission/People of HRD

Process

Programs

Leading productivity improvement with highest competence

Proactive learning to improve core competence and vision for his field

Continuing Learning

Progressive and flexible ideas to lead changes

Develop new fields with creativity; forecast and prepare for the future

Creative Challenges

Cooperate with others with warmth and high morals

Fulfill responsibilities as a member of community

Public Service

101

39

108

121

145

94

111

Mamagement Policy

"We place great emphasis on " "Educating and cultivating corporate talents, 

who we believe are the source for maximizing performance"

1. Sharing and disseminating the culture and business values

2. Cultivating core leaders with the greatest level of competitiveness in their fields

3. Building and implementing HRD systems to support Kia Motors business strategy

(100 Million KRW)

(10,000 KRW/employee)

(hr/employee)

2004 
Mamagement

Policy

Vision

Mission

People of HRD

2004 
Education 

Policy

1. Educational Support                2. Global HR

3. Integrated Educational System 4. Share of Automobile Culture



Environmental Management education was implemented on
three occasions in May 2004 with over 1,000 attendees. The
audience included the General Purchasing Divisions from Kia
Motors Head Office and the Kwangju Plant, as well as the
employees of Kia Motors business partners. Such programs
offer an opportunity to share information on Environmental
Management covering areas such as Environmental
Management promotion strategies, internal and external
laws, environmental regulations and the Green Procurement
System. Through this event, Kia Motors encouraged its
business partners to adopt Environmental Management on
their own while helping them to enhance the capabilities of
their respective workforces.  Kia Motors also operates a
Cyber Education Center for suppliers via an established
educational system to ensure the enhancement of the
suppliers management performance as well as consistent
training.

To protect the basic human rights of our suppliers
employees, Kia Motors opened a Help Center, through which
employees with problems can seek support concerning
unfair treatment at work or other human rights-related
problems.

Rights of Suppliers Employees

Fair and transparent processes represent an important
business principle of Kia Motors in dealing with suppliers.
Transparent partnerships with affiliates are the very
foundation of mutual development for Kia and its partners
and enhancement of the competitive edge. Kia practices
ethical management by raising awareness among
procurement managers, improving the procurement system
and procedures, and establishing a fair and transparent
purchasing system. Procurement Ethics consist of the
Procurement Ethics Charter, revised in 2001, the Ethics Action
Plan and the Procurement Ethics Regulations. The Ethics
Action Plan, in particular, describes basic principles for
conducting business with regards to such areas as bribery,
entertainment expenditures, transfer of cost burden,
improper solicitation, etc. 

Practice of Procurement Ethics

Supplier Relations
T h e  P o w e r  t o  Surprise
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Help center for employees of suppliers

Legal counseling (labor codes and laws)
Counseling on wages (benefits and incentives)
Counseling on welfare
Counseling for other unfair treatment  or personal problems

Support for suppliers environmental management

Management of resident suppliers

Operation of supplier committee

Annual training and meeting of heads of resident suppliers
Monthly training for supervisors
Special safety training for projects 
Medical checkups for employees of suppliers
Provide Kia Motors environmental policies and related information

Management of other suppliers

Status of management of other suppliers

Periodic environmental and safety consultation and dissemination 
of information

Sharing of environmental and safety information

Mutual environmental and safety instructions

Periodic visit to expand cooperation(minimum of once per year)

Visit periodically to monitor environmental and safety tatus and 
provide  suggestion

Share information on environmental licenses or permits, and
prepare for government inspections

Kia Motors formed the Council on Voluntary Compliance
with Fair Trade in 2002 so as to prevent violations of
regulations set by the Fair Trade Commission while
promoting fair and transparent management. Fair Trade
Voluntary Compliance Programs have been initiated as well.
Kia also started fair trade education online in 2003 to improve
management transparency and fairness by complying with
the rules of fair competition and to prevent violations of
related laws, in order to avert economic losses that may
result from such violations, as well as to avoid defaming the
corporate image and reputation.

Voluntary Fair Trade Program
(CP : Compliance Program)

Ethics Charter by the Division of General Purchasing

1. Our ideal is to develop and provide safer and environmentally friendly   
products to improve the quality of life for all people and help them live 
a more prosperous life.

2. Our responsibilities are to create value through fair and transparent 
purchasing and new technology, and promote mutual progress with 
suppliers as well as contribute to the progress of the company.

3. It is our ideal to pursue ethical conduct to promote transparent 
management, while fulfilling our duties and promote orderliness.

4. We value the name Purchasing Personnel and strive to earn respect  
from others through creating a righteous and progressive  culture for 
purchasing.

10 directives of purchasing personnel

1. Honesty and fairness are above all.

2. Think and act from the customer s point of view

3. Lead improvement in quality and technological innovation.

4. Lead globalization with global vision.

5. Strive to preserve the natural environment.

6. Prepare for the future and do not be afraid of failure.

7. Maintain propriety and dignity.

8. Draw a clear line between business and personal matters.

9. Put company s interests first.

10. Maintain positive attitude.

VAATZ (Value Advanced Automitive Trade Zone)

Transparent purchasing is practiced by the Procurement
System, known as VAATZ (Value Advanced Automotive
Trade Zone), which allows for an open bidding system and
an electronic bidding system. By the open bidding system,
price proposals, quality and compliance with delivery
deadlines are fairly reviewed for selection of successful
bidders. This scheme was applied to secure state-of-the-art
facilities when Kia Motors selected suppliers for the Slovakia
Plant in Europe. In 2004, Kia Motors put all-out effort into
automating the overall procurement process to develop a fair
and transparent business culture that was then expanded to
all of our affiliates and subsidiaries. System automation of the
entire procurement process was enabled by the Sapturn
System, (which prevents human intervention in principle

Transparent Purchasing 
7 elements of voluntary compliance program
1. Declaration of fair trade principles by the CEO

2. Institution of compliance officer system

3. Distribution of compliance manual

4. Systematic training program for compliance

5. Establish internal monitoring system

6. Establish penalty system for violators of fair trade regulation

7. Establish document management system

Fair Trade Education in 2004 included the following

Support for Suppliers

leading to higher transparency), and an integrated database
on global market prices of auto parts and their suppliers.

Presentation of large-scale  internal transactions, decision- making of Board of Directors

Disclosure, fair trade education for sub-contractors

Education on associated activities

Education on internal transactions

Education on fair trade laws and regulations and establishment of marketing strategies

Cyber education on fair trade education on regulations in sales and marketing sectors



Kia Motors makes it s the utmost effort to fulfill its social
responsibilities and create a society of affluence and
happiness. The realization and carrying out of these
important responsibilities is one way in which we
demonstrate our love and support for the local communities
in which we do business. Kia Motors believes that this will
eventually lead to changes in ourselves, our neighbors,
corporate culture and society as a whole. The most important
commitment of Kia Motors as a responsible member of
society is towards environmental preservation through
consistent endeavors. 
Along with our commitment to the environment, Kia seeks to
create a sustainable world where people and cars can exist in
harmony. Kia Motors community service activities began in
1991 with initiatives to improve the environment and in 2003,
we declared the launching of Global Environmental
Management, which fueled the momentum for a more
proactive approach to Environmental Management. Moving
the World Together is a slogan describing our social
contributions and the strong commitment to forming
partnerships to make the world a better place in which to live.
Under the philosophy of Completion of Humanity through
Automobiles, Kia Motors dreams of a new world where
people live in harmony with environmentally-safe
automobiles.    
Apart from our conservation efforts, Kia Motors engages in
comprehensive social activities that include such areas as
youth support and educational programs. Kia Motors
published its 2003 Social Service White Paper in 2004, which
detailed the ways in which we have grown as responsible
corporate citizen and achieved our social obligations.

Kia Motors social service programs have been gradually
expanded since 2003 to cover all areas of society through
such programs as employee volunteering, initiatives to
promote awareness of a safe traffic environment, community
service, environmental protection programs, and so on.
Systemized and specified social activities are organized by
the Social Contribution Council, which was established in
2004. Citizens are witnessing that Kia Motors endeavors
have borne fruit in the practical changes that have occurred in
the social welfare area. Kia Motors takes the lead in social
programs such as scholarship programs and support
initiatives for the marginalized and local communities, and
still tries to engage more in community services by way of
sharing humanity with the world. Kia Motors has also
designated a social service week every year since 2003 to
practicing true humanity through programs like a rice-sharing
event and assistance programs for the marginalized
members of our society.

Relationship with the Local Communities 
T h e  P o w e r  t o  Surprise
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Social Contribution Philosophy

Moving the World Together

"Moving the World Together" sets forth our will to bring about a better 
world in partnership with the society

"Moving" expresses commitment to sustaining positive social changes 
based on our mobility

"World" represents social proliferation and global expansion of our CSR  
philosophy and activities

"Together" emphasizes balanced partnerships with civil society as a global 
corporate citizen

Mission Statemen

"As a leading automotive group, we are committed to building a
sustainable society and promoting human happiness through eco-friendly
business practices and active fulfillment of social responsibilities"

Core Values

We act on environmental discretion for eco-friendly business practice and
environmental preservation

We act on corporate citizenship to fulfill our social responsibilities

We act on partnerships with civil society to build a sustainable society

We act on social values upholding human dignity and happiness

We act on social needs timely and globally

Kia Motors is committed to corporate social responsibility
and its employees are also actively involved in charity and
volunteer work. In particular, Kia provides financial and
material support to volunteer clubs in the company. We also
encourage employees by recognizing them with rewards for
excellence in volunteering.  

Kia Motors employees have been making small, monthly
donations to charity on a voluntary basis since 2004.
Volunteering clubs at each business unit are sent to welfare
centers, thereby sharing with our neighbors in need. 

Donation of Wages

Kia Motors designates an annual Volunteer Week to
encourage its employees to participate in social contribution
activities. In 2004 s Volunteer Week, Kia Motors, with the
Korea Best-driver Association and the charitable Community
Chests from several regions in Korea, created a volunteer
group called Happy Winter and Rice of Love, to give a
helping hand to neighbors in need during the winter. Kia
employees delivered rice to a total of 4,111 households. Local
governments recommended the beneficiaries. Kia
employees, as well as delivering rice, also did other volunteer
work at social welfare centers in the regions.   

Rice Donation for Neighbors in Need

Kia Motors donated 200 motorized wheelchairs to charity in
concert with Hyundai Motors under the lead of members of
the Federation of Korean Industries (FKI). Employees
experienced the motorized wheelchairs themselves to better
understand the plight of people with physical disabilities. The
wheelchairs enable such individuals to go anywhere they
want without any help from others. Motorized wheelchairs
enhance convenience and mobility for the disabled and
enable them to leave home for education or greater
enjoyment of leisure time. Kia Motors is committed to
building a society where everyone feels included. 

Donation of Motorized Wheelchairs

Kia Motors held a corporate-wide blood drive in March 2003
to help alleviate blood shortages that have emerged as a
major social issue. Executives and staff members at all Kia
plants voluntarily took part in the blood drive and all donor
cards were sent to an organization that helps leukemia
patients. Kia Motors will maintain such blood drives in the
future as well, linking them with other volunteering activities. 

Blood Drive

NaNum

HQ 

Kia ChoRong

DooRiSaRang

MoonHwa

Sohari Hwasung Kwangju A/S

DaSaRang

Cook

Green

MilAl

HanMaEum

SinWoo

Voluntary service associations

Volunteer Activities

Campaigns for Traffic Safety

Moving the

World 

Together

Culture

Social 
welfare

National 
emergency 

management

Internal 
relationship
and National 
development

Education

Enviromental

Sports



In 2004, Kia Motors provided financial and material aid for car
accident victims in cooperation with the Community Chest of
Korea and Networks for Green-transport. The event was
designed to improve the quality of life of car accident victims
who also have financial difficulties.  

Medical Cost Support for Car Accident Victims
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In 2004, Kia Motors and the Community Chest of Korea
supported medical and childcare costs for 16 organizations
for immigrant workers around the nation. The Female
Immigrant Workers Center in Namyangju sent us paintings
drawn by the children of immigrant workers in appreciation
of the contribution. 

Support Medical and Child Care Cost for Immigrant Workers

In 2004, Kia Motors donated a bus designed for children s
transportation safety education through the Community
Chest of Korea in an effort to prevent traffic accidents and
raise awareness of traffic safety among children. The bus,
equipped with a wide range of audiovisual materials, will
travel across the nation to provide transportation, fire and
everyday safety education for children who cannot visit
transportation education centers and children living in
welfare centers. 

Donation of a Bus for Children s Traffic Safety Education

Kia Motors hold various environmental events (writing
and painting contests for the environment) with the
local community to raise environmental awareness.
Kia Motors designated 1 mountain and 1 stream for
every plant and repair facility to preserve the local
natural environment and increase environmental
awareness for the employees. At the same time, each
workplace affiliates with a school and holds various
environmental events for the students.

Environmental Preservation Activities

Contribution to Local Community

Kia Motors has built cooperative partnerships with non-profit
organizations to support scholarships, equipment and
material provisions for elementary, junior high and high
schools as well as joint research projects between colleges
and industries.  

Community Volunteering

Members of Labor Union at Kwangju Plant delivered 300
million won, which has been raised as a regional charity fund
for the first half of year 2004, to 69 social welfare institutions,
among which 43 are publicly authorized and the other 25 non-
authorized, as well as to 370 juvenile household heads and
4,210 seniors living in solitude. The union members also took
on voluntary works at Yale House, which accommodated the
mentally and physically handicapped. Following Kwangju
Plant, Sohari Plant organized a ceremony to share
warmhearted philanthropy with the community. In this charity
awarding ceremony, Kia Sohari Plant presented 150 million
won to the marginalized who were selected in collaboration
with Gwangmyeong City Government, Gyeonggi Provincial
Office of Education, and social welfare organizations. The
event was a part of commitment and dedication of Kia
employees to enhancement of community welfare.     

Union member social service activity

Kia Motors celebrates Environment Day every June
with local governments and residents. The programs on
this day include an environmental painting competition
among students. It provides a good opportunity for the
next generation to increase their awareness of
environmental preservation. In addition, every Kia
Motors office across the nation engages in One
Mountain and One Stream for One Office campaign,
which is part of our voluntary efforts to protect the
ecosystem of communities where Kia Motors operates.  

Support Campaigns of Environmental Groups



Major Awards

Best Company Award in Service Quality Satisfaction Index 

(KS-SQI) (August 2004)

Certifications of Safety Health Management System

Sohari Plant, of KOSHS 18001 certification (January 2003)

Hwasung Plant, OHSAS 18001 certification (October 2004)

Hwasung Plant, KOSHS 18001 certification (December 2004)

Six Sigma Innovation Award in the Annual  

National Quality Contest (November 2002)

Best Company Award in Service Quality   

Satisfaction Index (KS-SQI) (September 2002) 

National Quality Management Award (June 2002)

National Quality Award (November 2001)

Korea HR Excellence Award (October 2001)

Customer Satisfaction Award

2002

2003

2004

2004

2004

2004

2004

2004

2002

2002

2002

2002

2002

2003

2003

2003

2004

2004

2004

2004

2004

2003

2003

2003

2004

2001

2002

2002

2002

2004

Most favorite cars among teens and those in their twenties

Highest customer re-purchase ratio  49.9%

Highest customer re-purchase ratio  50.9%

Best compact car in Germany 2004

2004 National Color Design Award

2004 National Industrial Design Award

2004, 2005 Best new model in focus

Best car of the year

High Praise

Best Score

Minivan of  best value

Best SUV Value

Best SUV Under $25,000

2003 Best Mid-size SUV

Best SUV

High Praise

Best Vehicle

Best in Class in the Compact SUV segment

Best SUV Value

2004 Impact Award

2004 Most Comfortable  Model

Model with Best Performance

Most popular automobile among the younger generation

50 Most Influential Products in 50 Years of Automobile History in China

Best Ranking in Customer Satisfaction

2001 Best Minivan

2002 Best Value Car

Minivan of the Year

2002 Best Minivan

Best Award in Customer Satisfaction 

J.D.Power

J.D.Power

J.D.Power

AUTOBILT

Korea Society of Color Studies

Korea Association of Industrial Designers

CONSUMER REPORT

AJAC

USA TODAY

AUTOMOTOR AND SPORT

NAPA

NWAPA

NWAPA

PBS

NEMPA

NEW YORK TIMES

CONSUMER REPORT

TRUCK TREND 

NWAPA

Car.com

STRATEGIC VISION

Auto Shanghai 2005

BEIJING YOUTH DAILY

China Association of Automobile Manufacturers

Chinese Society for Quality

STCT

TOP GEAR

TSN

STCT

STRATEGIC VISION

In 2005, Kia aims to promote human dignity and create a
sustainable society through eco-friendly and socially
responsible activities. For that purpose, the Social
Contribution Council of Kia Motors will devise mid- and long-
term plans and establish sound partnerships with civic
groups built on the accomplishments of 2004. Kia will also
promote safer driving through its Hazard-free School Zone
campaign while improving mobility for the disabled by

developing specially-fitted vehicles for them and increase
community welfare through volunteering activities and youth
programs. 

Public Services Planned in 2005
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Kia Motors

Kia Motors

Kia Motors

Morning

Sportage

Sportage

Cerato

Cerato

Sorento

Sorento

Sorento

Sorento

Sorento

Sorento

Sorento

Sorento

Sorento

Sorento

Sorento

Opirus

Opirus

TianLima

TianLima

TianLima

TianLima

Carnival

Carnival

Carnival

Carnival

Carnival

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Germany

Korea

Korea

U.S.A.

Canada

U.S.A.

Germany

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

China

China

China

China

U.S.A.

United Kingdom

Canada

U.S.A.

U.S.A.
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At Kia Motors, we are developing

automotive technologies to

drastically reduce the load on the

environment, to preserve the

environment and create a cleaner

world of automobiles. We make

every effort to create a sustainable

recirculating society with the

development of environment-friendly

vehicles with considerations for new

materials to recycling.

E c o

G l o b a l
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a b o u t
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{ Sustainability Thinking about Tomorrow KIA MOTORS }

2005 Environmental & Social Report

Sustainable development is that which

meets the needs of the present without

compromising the ability of future

generations to meet their own requirements.

KIA MOTORS
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environment-friendly vehicles with alternative 
fuel and drive  system
emissions reduction system
reduction in CO2 emissions to increase fuel efficiency
design systems to increase recyclability from development  
to  dismantling

Kia Motors continues 
to develop technology in:

At Kia Motors, we are developing automotive technologies to
drastically reduce the load on the environment, to preserve
the environment and create a cleaner world of automobiles.
We make every effort to create a sustainable recirculating
society with the development of environment-friendly
vehicles with considerations for new materials to recycling.
R&D and Design is where Kia Motors starts to assume its
environmental and social obligations. As a leader in the
development of environment-friendly vehicles, Kia has
designated four priority areas of R&D, which are
development of environment-friendly vehicles, enhancement
of fuel efficiency, reduction in gas emissions, increase in
recycling rates and establishment of the green design
system. These are critical areas in the creation of plans and
strategies, as well as in establishing the focus of our
resources. 
Kia Motors also embarked on construction of an
environmental technology research institute to bolster R&D
and develop environment-friendly vehicles and clean
production technologies. In the meantime, we have
strengthened the role and responsibilities of the Product
Environment Committee so that environmental factors can
be considered from the product development decision-
making phase. As a result, Kia is fully prepared to develop a
sustainable society.

Main Focus Policy Strategy

Development and mass-production of the next
generation vehicles

Development and promotion of low-pollution
vehicles

Achievement of unrivalled fuel efficiency levels /
Lighter materials technology

mass-production of hybrid vehicles (2006)
mass-production of fuel cell vehicles (2010)

development of emission reducing technologies

reduction in CO2 emissions /response to fuel efficiency regulations
develop lighter vehicles by changing materials/engineering methods

increase in recycling rates
89% for 2006 ~ 2007 new models
90% for 2008 ~ 2xxx new models

Product Development Policy and Strategy

Kia Motors held a groundbreaking ceremony for its
Environmental Technology Research Center at its Mabuk
Research Complex in July 2003. It is Korea s first dedicated
environmental technology research center to systematically
carry out core research. The research center will be at the
center of ECO GT-5 2010 , in line with the Environmental
Declaration.
The Environmental Technology Research Center will focus
on environmental product technologies such as
environment-friendly design, recycling, the next generation
of environment-friendly vehicles, emission reduction, and
fuel efficiency technology, and environmental production
technologies to improve air and water quality, reduce energy
use and wastes in the production process. By putting all
environment related technologies under one roof, the
Environmental Technology Research Center can
systematically control environmental policies of the company
from production, sales and service to dismantling and create
synergy within the company, and respond to changes in
environmental regulations more effectively. The
Environmental Technology Research Center will be built on a

30,450 site with floor space of 24,783 at a total cost of 30
billion KRW. The research center is scheduled to be
completed in August 2004 and comprises a main building
and two research buildings. The research center plans to
recruit more than 600 researchers from around the world by
2010. More than 500 billion KRW in investment is planned for
facilities investments including technologies to increase fuel
efficiency, reduce emissions, reduce use of heavy metal, and
develop alternative materials, fuel cell electric vehicles and
hybrid electric vehicles, as well as technologies to reduce air
and water pollution caused in the production process and
increase recycling of wastes.

Location : Yongin-Si, Kyunggi-Do

Establishment : June, 2005

Area : Site 30,000 , Building 14,000 

Building : 4 floor, 1 sub- floor

Budget : 19.13 billion KRW

Environmental
Technology

Research Center

www.kia.co.kr
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Environment-friendly vehicles

Emission Reduction Technology

Enhancing Fuel Efficiency

Increasing Recycling Rates
Establishment of environment - friendly
engineering based on improved recycling rates
regarding product design and overall evaluation
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Kia America Technical Center is currently engaged in projects
for developing more environment-friendly vehicles and to
improving on-road fuel efficiency in response to Zero
Emission Vehicle (ZEV) and Corporate Average Fuel
Efficiency (CAFE) regulations. Since March 2004, Center has
been collecting data on actual on-road fuel efficiency against
EPA- rated fuel efficiency. The collected data is analyzed and
run through computer simulation models and then vehicles
are tested for their on-road fuel efficiency improvment. Since
2001, Kia Motor has also been a participant in an
environment - friendly vehicle development project
sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy. Since being
acknowledged for its technical prowess in the next-
generation vehicles, Kia Motors was selected as an operator
of the fuel cell car pilot operation project, organized by the
U.S. Energy Department in April 2004. Under the project, Kia
will lead the pilot operation of 16 Sportage fuel cell cars in
major American cities over the next five years.  Under the
support of the U.S. government, Kia Motors completed a
hydrogen recharging station at the America Technology
Research Inc. and plans to build additional stations in five
other areas including Michigan.

Design for Environment (DfE) 
activities in overseas R&D centers

America Technical Center Inc.

The focus of research activities in Japan R&D Center
concentrates on Design for Lean Products to improve fuel
efficiency and reduction of CO2.

Japan R&D Center

Kia Motor Europe Engineering Center is developing
environment-friendly diesel engines for passenger vehicles.
The diesel engine under development is targeted to
outperform its competitors as well as meet Euro IV emission
standards. Kia Motor European Engineering Center has
developed catalytic converters for diesel engines further
improving the competitiveness of our products.

European Engineering Center

- Location:Detroit Ann Anbor
- Establishment:1986
- Location:California Chino
- Establishment:1987

America Technical Center In
Hyundai-kia America
Technical Center Inc.

- Location:Frankfrut Russelsheim

- Establishment: 1995. 7
European Engineering Center

Hyundai-kia Motor
European 

Engineeing Center

- Location:Chiba, Tokyo

- Establishment:1995
Japan R&D Center

T h e  P o w e r  t o Surprise

www.kia.co.kr
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Furthermore, when the vehicle is stopped temporarily, the
engine turns off, and the electric motor is used when moving
off again for smoother operation, and it eliminates fuel loss
when idling.
In October 2004, Kia unveiled several hybrid electric vehicles
to the public at a ceremony commemorating the
development of futuristic vehicles, which recorded a
milestone for development in earnest of futuristic
automobiles at Kia Motors. Kia will start to mass-produce
and market its own models of hybrid electric vehicles in late
2006 and will invest an additional 300 billion KRW in building
the capability to manufacture 300,000 units per year by 2010.
We developed the hybrid vehicle first as a realistic alternative
in sustainable means of transportation to reduce pollution as
environmental issues become more important, and secure
our position as a leader in automotive technology.

Environment-friendly vehicles can generally be categorized
into: electric cars (fueled solely by electricity), hybrid cars
(powered by a combination of electricity and fossil fuels such
as gasoline, diesel), and fuel cell vehicles (powered by
electricity generated by combining hydrogen with oxygen).

Development of Fuel Cell Vehicle

Kia Motors continuously endeavors to develop fuel cell
vehicles and through electric car development projects, has
accumulated experience and know-how in electric power
units and automobile energy control. These technologies are
mostly utilized for fuel cell vehicle development. And
recently, Kia Motors has achieved remarkable progress in the
development of fuel cell vehicles. At the same time, Kia is
pursuing development of pollution-free vehicles through full
utilization of clean fuels while revolutionarily improving fuel
efficiency through maximization of thermal efficiency.  The
use of hydrogen will boost thermal efficiency to up to 80%.
Moreover, the key to the development of fuel cell vehicles lies
in the acquisition of enough energy for driving by saving
energy with fuel cell employment. We joined the California
Fuel Cell Partnership (CaFCP) as its sixth member in June
2000 to join the leaders in the development of technology
standards that would commercialize fuel cell electric vehicles.
Kia Motors was the first Korean automobile manufacturer to
succeed in developing a methanol fuel cell vehicle in
September 2000. 
The second-generation Sportage hydrogen fuel cell model
was showcased at the Paris Motor Show in September 2004. 

The development of fuel cell vehicles of practical use is
ushering in a society with new energy sources. The transition
is propelled by environment-friendly fuel cell vehicles tapping
new energy sources rather than fossil fuels. Fuel cell vehicles
are powered by an electrochemical device (fuel cell) in
environment-friendly and more efficient ways through
electricity generation without combustion. As fuels, gasoline,
hydrogen, or methanol can be used. In case of Proton
Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC) commonly used for
automobiles, they show 55% to 60% thermal efficiency.
PEMFC vehicles are also environment-friendly, quiet, and
demonstrate high fuel efficiency (surpassing that of hybrid
electric cars), with better convenience in fuel provision and
performance than hybrid electric cars. There is no emission
except water when hydrogen is used, and when liquid fuel is
used, it is virtually pollution free except for CO2 emission.
Since these vehicles tap recyclable energy sources and do
not impact the environment, it is expected that hydrogen will
become the most commonly used fuel in the future. In
comparison with the gasoline-powered combustion engine,
which achieves a meager 20% in energy efficiency, fuel cell
cars provide energy efficiency as high as 40 to 60%.

Development of 
Environment-Friendly Vehicles

Hybrid Vehicles

Fuel Cell Vehicles

T h e  P o w e r  t o Surprise

www.kia.co.kr
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Hybrid electric vehicles are newly emerging as the most
realistic alternative for an environment-friendly vehicle as
they generate low pollution levels and better fuel efficiency at
the same time.
They can be categorized into three types; series, parallel, and
convertible. Run both by an engine and electric motors,
parallel- type hybrid electric cars show higher fuel efficiency
than the series type while using smaller batteries. This
enables them to be utilized as passenger cars and thereby
they have gained worldwide recognition. With continuing
research, Kia Motors succeeded in developing parallel type
hybrid system in 2002. The hybrid system uses the electric
motor to assist the engine when the vehicle is accelerating to
take some load off the engine, and when the vehicle is
decelerating, the kinetic energy stored in the moving vehicle
is absorbed by the electric motor and stored as electricity to
be used when the vehicle accelerates again to reduce the
amount of energy necessary.

High Voltage Electric System

Motor Controller

Fuel Supply System

Fuel Cell

Water Tank

Hydrogen Fuel Tank System

High Voltage Battery
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2000 Developed Korea's First Methanol Fuel Cell Electric  

Vehicle (Sportage)

Joined the California Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle Partnership

2001 Developed Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle

Won medals in the Michelin Bibendum Challenge 

(Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle Division)

World first 350bar charging of hydrogen fuel cell

2002 Completes fuel cell road rally

2003 Won medals in the Michelin Bibendum Challenge 

(Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle Division)

2004 Developed the second-generation Hydrogen 

Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle(New Sportage)

Operator of the Fuel Cell Vehicle Pilot Operation 

Project(Orgranized by US DoE)

2005 Built Hydrogen Recharging Station

2005 Sustainability Thinking about Tomorrow KIA MOTORS
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Safety of fuel cell vehicle

Under proper care, hydrogen is a very safe fuel. Results from
various simulations and tests show hydrogen is safer than
gasoline in some respects such as its combustibility and
flame behavior. Furthermore, the currently developed
hydrogen fuel cell vehicle contains many of the mechanical
and electrical technologies to safely secure hydrogen. For
example, there was the world s first application of high-
pressure components for the hydrogen tank in December
2001. High-pressure regulators and other high pressure
components are incorporated into the hydrogen tank to
make it safer at 700bar and to prevent hydrogen from leaking
even under the most severe conditions.

This amazing vehicle utilizes a fuel cell system that can
operate even in freezing temperatures. The second-
generation hydrogen fuel cell Sportage is loaded with an
80kw fuel cell system and 20kw lithium ion polymer batteries.
Kia Motors has also overcome the biggest challenge in the
popularization of fuel cell vehicles by enabling its fuel cell cars
to start and drive conditions where the temperature is sub-
zero and water freezes in the fuel cell system. To attain a
range of 300km, Kia installed a 350bar high-pressure
hydrogen storage tank as well. 
Since being acknowledged for its technical prowess in the
next- generation vehicles, Kia Motors was selected as an
operator of the fuel cell car pilot operation project, organized
by the U.S. Energy Department in April 2004. Under the
project, Kia will lead the pilot operation of 16 Sportage fuel
cell cars in major American cities over the next five years.
Under the support of the U.S. government, Kia Motors
completed a hydrogen recharging station at the America
Technology Research Inc. and plans to build additional
stations in five other areas including Michigan. The stations,
jointly established with UTCFC and Chevron Texaco,
generate hydrogen from natural gas and supply 15kg of
energy per day. The facilities also have the capacity to store
enough hydrogen for 30 units per day. Recharging takes less
than two minutes per car. Through the pilot operation of fuel
cell vehicles, Kia Motors will test and assess their
performance under all possible conditions so that production
in a limited number can begin in 2010. 

Power :78kw fuel cell   Max. Speed : 124km/h

Weight : 1,628kg           Acc. Performance : 18sec(0~100km/h)

Fuel : Hydrogen             Cruise Distance : 160km

Power :25kw fuel cell   Max. Speed : 126km/h

Weight : 2,200kg          Acc. Performance : 18.7sec(0~100km/h)

Fuel : Methanol            Cruise Distance : 260km

Power :80kw fuel cell                      Max. Speed : 150km/h

Weight: 2,200kg          Acc. Performance : 16sec(0~100km/h)

Fuel : Hydrogen            Cruise Distance: 300km

Sub Power : 20kw Li-Polymer       Ignition Environment : All seasons(Cold start)

www.kia.co.kr
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Kia Motors FCEV's track-record
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Since Korea s first electric vehicle (KEV-I) in 1986, Kia Motors
has continued its research into electric vehicles. KEV-III and
KEV-IV were subsequently developed in 1991 and 1995, and
the world s leading electric vehicle was developed in 1996
along with its own Ni-MH battery and the driver motor. In
1997, Kia Motors became the fifth automobile manufacturer
to receive zero emission vehicle (ZEV) certification from
California Air Resources Board. An SUV based Sportage
electric vehicle was developed in 1999. Also, upgraded
electric vehicles have been deployed for joint pilot operation
projects with the State Government of Hawaii for two years
from July 2001 through June 2003.

Following Hawaii, pilot operation was conducted on Jeju
Island for two years from November 2003 for purposes
ranging from environmental guidance, pollutant regulation,
and environmental education.  In addition, Kia electric
vehicles were used as pace cars during the marathon events
at the 1986 Asian Games and the 1988 Olympic Games. Kia
Motors electric cars were also invited to pace marathoners
and torch carriers during the 2004 Athens Olympics and have
been shown at other various events as well.

Countries around the world are strengthening their vehicle
emission regulations with rising concern for air quality.
Regulations differ from region to region. For example, North
America has its LEV2 (Low Emission Vehicle 2) standards,
and Europe has its Euro 4 regulations. Kia Motors is
strengthening research activities in order to meet such
emission regulations. In response to the regulations in North
America, Kia Motors has been recognized for its
environmental technologies and plans to have all its models
meet the ULEV (Ultra Low Emission Vehicle) standards by
2005, while 2003 model year Ceratos have met the SULEV
(super Ultra Low Emission Vehicle) regulation. Most of Kia
Motors models meet Euro 4 standards for the European
market. Emission standards in the domestic market have
strengthened to the North American standards since 2003,
and ULEV standards will be adopted from 2006. As such, Kia
Motors is putting much effort into developing environment-
friendly vehicles.

Kia Motors develops and applies new exhaust systems and
new catalyst systems to minimize air pollution resulting from
the exhaust gases of vehicles. Use of catalysts has been the
basic technology to reduce automotive emission. The
catalytic converter in the gasoline vehicle converts
hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monoxide (CO) and oxides of
nitrogen (NOx) into harmless chemicals, and in diesel
vehicles, particulate matters need to be removed in addition
to gaseous emissions.
Kia Motors carries out ceaseless research to develop
technologies to effectively meet environmental regulations.
As a part of these endeavors, Kia mass-produces vehicles to
meet the U.S. standard of SULEV (Super Ultra-low Emission
Vehicle). Meanwhile, most of Kia Motors gasoline products
satisfy EURO IV, the term for the emissions regulations on
the European continent. Diesel engines are superior to
gasoline engines in terms of CO2 emissions and fuel
efficiency, but they generate more NOx and dust. Kia Motors,
by improving its Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC), has
reduced HC and CO emissions by over 90%. Also, the
improved combustion efficiency of our engines has cut down
NOx by 15%.

Emission Reduction Technology

Gasoline Exhaust SystemElectric Vehicle

Kia Motors efforts to overcome  the limitations of LPG vehicles regarding environmental concerns, engine performance and

overall quality finally paid off when the company developed the Liquefied Petroleum Injection (LPI) engine with environmental

friendliness and gasoline engine-level performance. The engine was installed on the 2004 Opirus. The LPI engine, compared

with other traditional LPG engines, significantly cuts down on emissions that cause air pollution, such as, oxides of hydrogen

and boil-off gas (BOG). The high-power, low-pollution LPI engine more than satisfies the most stringent environmental

regulations, and it also relies on electronic control for accurate adjustment of the fuel-air ratio and fuel supply per cylinder. This

improved system allows for enhanced combustion and maximization of combustion properties. The engine injects LPG in

liquid form rather than vaporizing it, which explains the excellent fuel efficiency. Considering that quality problems regarding

poor ignition in cold weather have been resolved and power has been increased by 23%, the LPI engine is regarded as a total

solution to the limitations of the LPG engine.

Equivalent Zero Emission Vehicle
Kia Motors challenges the limits of gasoline engine exhaust emission in order to improve technologies for the quality of low pollution vehicles and meet

strengthening emission standards. Some of the technologies include highly heat resistant catalysts, hydrocarbon adsorption catalyst technology, ultra-thin wall

ceramic carrier and metallic carrier. A dual pipe exhaust system was developed to maximize low temperature catalyst activity and remove more than 99.7% of

hydrocarbon. This catalyst has been proven durable for 240,000km, which is world class. Adding an air purifying radiator to the system would remove ozone

from air. In order to develop gasoline vehicles that produces no pollutant, which means a vehicle that can purify its exhaust emissions 100%, research is in

progress to develop new combustion engines, a composite gas-using hydrogen engine and after treatment. 

T h e  P o w e r  t o Surprise

Over 99.7% Reduction Achieved 

Targeted for Zero Emission

www.kia.co.kr
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Liquefied Petroleum Injection

Oxygen

Ozone

Drive

Polluted Air Clean Air

Clean
Engine



CAI Engine VVA(Variable Valve Actuation)
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Gasoline CAI(Controlled Auto Ignition) Engine

As a response to ever- intensifying regulations on car exhaust
and fuel efficiency,Kia Motors is pushing ahead with
preliminary R&D onlow-temperature Homogeneous Charged
Compression Ignition (HCCI) type, Controlled Auto Ignition
(CAI) gasoline engines, which utilize large amounts of residual
gas. Residual gas, required for ignition, is supported by the
Venturi Vacuum Amplifier (VVA) System.Compared with
traditional engines, CAI engines have turned out to be highly
effective in reducing NOx by over 90%. When Gasoline Direct
Injection (GDI) is applied, fuel efficiency is expected to
improve by 15%.CAI engines excel in that the existing Three
Way Catalyst (TWC) device can be applied as it is.

Research is in progress to study the combustion process and
after treatment of exhaust gas to minimize exhaust emissions
of gasoline engines and diesel engines. New technologies
such as multiple injectors are under research for future
application.
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Diesel Oxidation Catalyst

Kia Motors has also developed and applied the Diesel
Particulate Filter Trap (DPF) to cut generation of dust particles
by 90%. The Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC) facilitates
oxidation not only of soluble organic fraction (SOF) but also
CO and HC and thereby reduces diesel emissions. DOC is
also useful in reducing or removing aldehydes and HCs such
as PAH (polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons) but also the odor
of diesel emissions.  To demonstrate its commitment to air
quality improvement, Kia has fitted all its diesel-powered
passenger cars on the market with DOC. The development of
DOC in compliance with domestic and international
regulations (EURO III) has been completed. And to satisfy
EURO IV, taking effect in 2005 in Europe, Kia Motors is now
working on developing a Four-way Catalyst containing an
oxidization catalyst and NOx reduction functionality while
focusing on improving the durability of the catalyst and
exhaust system.

Diesel Catalyzed Particulate Filter

The Diesel Exhaust Catalyst Filtering System, which is under
development to conform to EURO IV regulations, allows for a
more than 90% reduction in particulates of diesel emission
while selectively collecting particles. The collected
particulates in the filter are eliminated when the emissions
temperature goes over the ignition point. This process is
called renewal of the filter. In order to prevent repeated filter
renewal from affecting the Diesel Exhaust Catalyst Filtering
System and fuel efficiency, Kia Motors coated the filter with
precious metals. By coating the filter, the combustion
temperature was lowered while continuously triggering filter
renewal at a certain temperature and beyond. In the
meantime, CO gas coming from the incomplete combustion
of particulates was eliminated. As for DOC in the system, gas
purification and oxidization of some particles, combined with
NO2 generation naturally entails filter renewal. It also
functions to raise the emission temperature by oxidizing HC
elements left out of the engine control-led renewal process. 

Diesel Exhaust System Optimizing Combustion 
to Reduce Emission

Disel Catalyzed Particulate Filter
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The Diesel Exhaust Catalyst Filtering System will be applied
to diesel passenger cars to be unveiled in the second half of
2005. Kia Motors is now pushing ahead with developing
technologies to further enhance system performance and
durability.
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characteristics of aluminum, a membrane processor has also
been developed for application on both steel and aluminum.
At the same time, a hemming sealer and a master sealer have
been developed for aluminum application.  Additionally, a new
welding process applicable to aluminum has been developed,
which provides 150% of the conventional spot-welding
strength. This process is capable of being used in welding steel
and aluminum, which had not been possible before. A repair
process has also been developed to prepare for repairs after
mass-production of aluminum bodies begins. Aluminum is
highly effective in reducing car weight and subsequently
improving fuel efficiency. Combined with a high recycling rate
and energy-saving effects, the popularity of environment-
friendly materials is gradually increasing.  
Kia Motors has replaced more than 300 parts including hoods,
doors and V6 engine blocks with aluminum parts, thereby
reducing weight and achieving a remarkable improvement in
fuel efficiency and performance. Aluminum will be used in
external panels such as hoods, trunk lids and major chassis
components in midsize cars and luxury cars. 
On another note, Kia Motors developed an aluminum space
frame chassis over a four-year period from November 1998 as
part of a G7 task. The aluminum space frame chassis refers to
a new automotive structural concept in which an extruded
aluminum space frame and cast aluminum (frame joints) form
the chassis, on which aluminum panels are applied. The
advantages of the aluminum space frame chassis include high
efficiency (around 40%), and higher rigidity than the
monocoque structure. Its extrusion profiles are superior to
steel plate in energy absorption, which leads to improved
impact characteristics.   
The aluminum space frame chassis also requires fewer auto
parts than other types of car bodies, allowing for shortened
manufacturing time and simplification of processes, which
proves more economical. Its superior adaptability to model
modification enables swift response to varying customer
demands. Consequently, the material can be efficiently used in
manufacturing a wide range of models in small number while
providing economic benefits. The aluminum space frame
body is expected to be applied in environment-friendly
vehicles such as hybrid electric cars, fuel cell vehicles and 

The most efficient way of making cars lighter is the application
of alternative, lightweight metals such as aluminum and
magnesium, which are much lighter than traditionally used
steel. These materials are lower in density than steel and are
recyclable, while still having excellent strength to density
ratios. Kia Motors has realized great progress in various
studies on the development and application of such materials.

Application of Aluminum

Compared to steel, aluminum has a relatively lower ability to
press form and its anisotropy changes its index of elongation
depending on the direction of processing. For this reason,
aluminum is not appropriate as a material for use in chassis
components using traditional engineering methods. To
resolve this problem, Kia Motors independently developed
and applied metal engineering methods based on the
anisotropy of aluminum while also developing design
methods in consideration of aluminum s ability to form. In
addition, Kia has instituted guidelines for the application of
aluminum that reduce defects in the forming process while
still achieving maximum effect in terms of maintaining the
look of the finished product.  
Furthermore, aluminum sheet processing had only been
possible on a hydraulic line, but a processing technology has
been developed to manufacture aluminum automotive parts on
a mechanical production line without modification to the line.

Lightening the vehicle weight, to a point not affecting the
performance and safety of the vehicle, is an active response
to environment issues such as fuel efficiency and CO2

regulations and Kia Motors continues its research into this
area. Manufacturing lighter cars can be achieved through two
main approaches. The first is the application of new materials
technology to replace the use of steel, and the second is
innovative design and engineering. The production of lighter
automobiles will take on even greater technological
importance in the future, due to the environmental and
economic benefits they will bring to the automobile industry.

Lightweight Vehicle 
with Alternative Materials
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Diesel HCCI

(Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition) 

Diesel engines are attractive in terms of their high thermal
efficiency and impressive fuel performance, they still have
their drawbacks in that during ignition, the combined gasified
fuel and surrounding air increases NOx emissions and the
dense air-to-fuel ratio band generates PM. HCCI combustion
is an upgraded method that addresses problems of
traditional diesel engines by fixing a lean mixer in the
combustion chamber. Since the mixer allows for ignition by
multiple sparks in the combustion chamber, combustion
time decreases as does the temperature. This, in turn,
prevents NOx generation. Significant PM reduction due to
the absence of a dense air-to-fuel ratio is another advantage.
HCCI engine combustion varies on compression ratio, mixer
density, fuel attributes, intake air temperature, and EGR rate.
Therefore, challenges in commercialization still lie ahead,
among which is combustion control technology under
varying conditions including fuel attributes.

Air Purifying Radiator

Ozone is created by photochemical reaction between
hydrocarbon (HC) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx) in the air, and
it is one of the key causes of smog. It is highly toxic to the
human body and causes respiratory ailments. The air
purifying radiator is coated with an ozone removing catalyst,
so it converts upto 95% of the ozone passing through the
radiator into oxygen while driving. The catalyst coated on the
radiator is mainly MnO. It does not affect the performance of
the radiator but efficiently removes ozone from air. The air
purifying radiator is scheduled to be applied to 2004 model
year Opirus (Amanti in the U.S.). It is significant in that the
automobile will now be part of the solution to air pollution
not the problem.

Air Purifying Radiator

Enhancing Fuel Efficiency
T h e  P o w e r  t o Surprise
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rate in press forming, and becomes stronger by 20% during
electro -deposition coating, which turns the steel highly
resistant to external impact. Bake-hardened HSS is applied to
doors and is gradually used more and more in other external
areas. On top of that, high-strength steel having resistance
strength of 60 per square inch and high formality was
recently developed to be applied to members, pillars, steel
strips, etc. Steel with a high extension rate is effective for use
in producing complicated parts, as well as part with excellent
impact absorption, which helps to ensure passenger safety in
an accident. Already, with the application of the high-strength
steel, a more than 10% decrease in weight is possible without
extra costs or changes in existing production facilities
regarding pressing, welding or coating.
As for production technologies, tailored blank welding, which
offers one-time pressing of welded steel in varying thickness,
is being increasingly used in auto parts. The best advantages
of tailored blank technology is that it achieves weight
reduction and excellent impact performance at the same time
by allowing for adjusted thickness on different areas
depending on their exposure to impact in an accident. The
technology began to be applied in door interiors in 1999 and
nowadays, it is also used for front-end members that serve as
important impact absorbers in collisions. In addition,
hydroforming, which was developed and has been applied in
auto parts since the 1990s, comprises a technology that forms
pipe into desired the form by filling the pipe with pressurized
water. Hydroforming fabrication allows for multiple section
components to be made into a single component to simplify
production and boost impact characteristics, and the resulting
completely sealed component has the advantage of increased
strength. As such, hydroforming fabrication is expected to
contribute to reducing costs and weight. Selective area
strengthening technology makes a certain area stronger by
adjusting thermal treatment after pressing and then
eliminating steel strips to make the car lighter. Since 1998, Kia
has increased its application of high-strength steel. At the
same time, the company has continued to research car weight
reduction methodologies including hydroforming, laser welding
and selective area reinforcement. Kia Motors ultimate goal is to
develop the strongest and safest vehicles in the world with over
60% of the car weight attributable to high-strength steel.

590MP in tensile strength  in the body. By doing so, Kia
acquired core technologies, such as tailored blank welding
and selective area strengthening technology.These
technologies are used to strengthen areas selectively instead
of reinforcing parts in all areas of auto production such as
press forming, painting and coating, and welding and
engineering. These two technologies are highly appreciated
overseas as well. The recent technological breakthroughs, yet
to be disclosed, ensure Korea a leading position in
lightweight car production and high-strength steel application
technologies. 
By utilizing these newly acquired technologies, Kia Motors
started  mass-producing  cars with high-strength steel of
590MPa and over in tensile strength beginning in 2003. This
application will be used in all Kia models from 2006, and it
will be expanded so that high- strength steel is used in 70% of
all auto parts at a minimum over the next five years. By doing
so, Kia Motors aspires to boost impact performance by 15%
from the current levels.

Application of High-strength Steel (HSS)

The car body is responsible for helping to save lives in
collisions, and it also ensures vehicle stability by holding
parts firmly in place while the vehicle is in operation. Because
a car s chassis takes up about 30% of a vehicle s total weight,
the benefits gained from lightening the body cannot be over
emphasized. In meeting ever-strengthening safety
regulations, body reinforcement is an inevitable task for
automakers. Under such circumstances, reducing car weight
further is becoming more difficult, yet more urgent. Weight
reduction is driven by new technologies, such as high-
strength steel, tailored blank welding and hydroforming, but
the most popular method is through the application of high-
strength steel. The strength of steel is measured in weight
resistance per square millimeter. While regular steel endures
a maximum of 28kg, high-strength steel can bear over 35 .
Currently, high-strength steel of 35 to 60kg in resistance is
used for many parts. Steel of 100/120 per square inch in
resistance is used in bumpers and door interiors use 150 -
level super-high-tensile steel. 
There are two types of high-strength steel that are currently
applicable.Thefirst is bake-hardened HSS,which is usedbody
panels, such as doors and trunk lids.This type of steel is 
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involve mould making and extruding each part as well as
developing technology to make prototypes. In the third and
the last phase, the strength of each part will be tested, and the
entire vehicle will be tested for durability and collision
worthiness. The project aims to replace steel with plastic for
mass production in order to improve quality and fuel
efficiency.

Development of the High-strength, 
Lightweight Chassis 

Kia Motors has participated in joint R&D with related
companies for five years from 1998 and has applied high-
strength steel to over 80% of the auto body including the
doors and the trunk lid. By applying  strengthening
technologies such as tailored blank welding technology to
selected areas of the auto body, Kia was able to reduce car
weight by over 10% and improve impact performance by
over 15%. These results are attributable to the successful
development of the high- strength, lightweight steel chassis.      
Such progress enabled Kia to overcome the technical flaws
and apply high-strength steel plate of a 590MPa level and
beyond (twice as strong as traditional steel plate) to auto
parts. This enhancement will greatly contribute to reducing
automobile weight, while increasing average strength by
over 25%, which lead to improved impact characteristics of
vehicles. Fuel efficiency and impact performance are among
the most important considerations for car purchasers. And,
the determining factor in those characteristics is the chassis,
which accounts for over 25% of the total weight of a vehicle
and absorbs impact in a collision to protect the driver and
passengers. The application of high- strength steel
contributes not only to weight reduction due to  thinner parts
but also to less impact in  collisions, which explains why
most automobile manufacturers are striving to employ  high-
strength steel  in car  bodies. 
Nevertheless, high-strength steel is vulnerable to cracking
and creasing during the process of press forming. Therefore,
for the wide application of high-strength steel to become
realistic, the related production and design technology has to
be developed concurrently. To develop  high-strength,
lightweight vehicles, Kia Motors applied high-strength steel
to over 80% of a vehicle while using steel of a level over 

maximum fuel efficiency cars as environmental concerns
increase more people look to buy lighter vehicles. 

Application of Magnesium

About 40% in weight was saved by using magnesium as the
main casting material rather than welding several steel
components. It is mostly applied to interior components such
as the seatback frame and cushion frame. Since it is a
standard frame, it can be easily applied to related models. It is
scheduled to be applied to luxury cars and sports cars.

Application of Plastic

Plastic is light and resists shock and corrosion, so it can be
easily processed. Development of vehicles with plastic
proceeded for two years from May 2001. Applications of
plastic to lighten vehicle weight were mostly panels in the first
year, such as the hood, doors, tail gate, fenders, roof, outer
side panels and floor panels. With plastic application, about
15% (50kg) in weight was saved. In the second year, about
30% (100kg) was saved by applying plastic to structural
components in addition to body panels. The use of plastic
allows aerodynamic design, which contributes to increasing
fuel efficiency as well as weight reduction. As such, it is being
considered for application in the development of future
vehicles. As part of the government project to develop primary
automotive technologies, Kia Motors plans to develop and
secure production technology for certain parts over a 8-year
period from 2002 to 2010. The first phase of the project
involves the development of material properties for use as
outer body panels, outer panel design and basic research on
structural reinforcement based on analysis. The second phase
of the project will be based on the results of the first phase and 
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Aluminum Body (Forming)

Aluminum Body (Extrusion)

Aluminum Plating

Aluminum Space Frame
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Encouraged by this success, we are taking plasma coating
technology to the next level. Research on plasma coating
process optimization has been completed and is ready for
application. We also sent a Korean delegation to the Korea-
Germany plasma coating research project to develop ways to
reduce cost in plasma coating processes. The key focal points
of the research is the development of a rapid coating process
and advanced anti-friction coating materials.

The greenhouse effect and fossil fuel depletion are the two
most pressing issues among many environmental problems.
We plan to mediate these problems through researches on
alternative energy sources and improving fuel efficiency.
Some of the latest technologies in improving fuel efficiency
are Lean Burn Systems, Gasoline Direct Injection and
Continuously Variable Valve Timing. However, these
technologies take time to develop and are costly to
commercialize if only a few models utilize these technologies.
Unlike other technologies, the Plasma Coating is inexpensive
and easy to apply. When the valve-train and piston parts,
which contribute approximately 70% of all friction in engines,
are plasma coated, the engine efficiency can be improved
considerably. A 4% improvement was accomplished in
engine efficiency through the use of plasma coating tappets,
piston rings and piston skirts.

Plasma Coating

Conventional press and hydroforming fabrication

Development of TWT and conical hydroforming parts

Hydroforming fabrication technology is used around chassis
components to save cost, reduce weight and improve
performance, and its use is increasing in structural
components as well. Unlike fabrication with the conventional
press, hydroforming fabrication requires consideration for
changes in the hardness and thickness in the design stage,
posing difficulties in optimizing design. Further research into
methods of connection between hydroformed components or
with conventional components is necessary for application in
mass production. Kia Motors has put considrable effort into
developing hydroforming fabrication technology and has
made significant progress.

Hydroforming fabrication utilizes high pressure liquid (water)
in mould production. A conventional pipe with improved
mould characteristics is inserted into the mould, and then high
pressure liquid is used to make the desired shape.
Hydroforming fabrication can produce a 2-section component
into a single operation simplifying production, and the single
completely sealed component has the advantage of increased
strength. As such, hydroforming fabrication is expected to
contribute to reducing cost and weight. Kia Motors has
selected a planned model to be introduced in 2005 for the
possible application of hydroforming technology from the
design stages of the components.

Hydroforming

Press
+

Welding

TWT advanced hydroforming Conical advanced hydroforming

Part

Weight(Kg)

Part

Weight(Kg)

Development of Hydroforming 
Fabrication Technology
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Enhancing Average Fuel Efficiency & Economic Benefits

Vehicle Fuel 
Capacity

(cc)

Power

(ps/rpm)
Cert. Date

CVW

(kg)

Exhaust(g/km)

CO NOx HC

2004.8.30

2003.9.29

2003.6.4

2003.4.4

2004.6.14

2003.11.17

Picanto

Cerato
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X-Trek

Sportage

Sorento

Petrol

Petrol

LPG

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

999

1,495

2,656

1,991

1,991

2,497

61/5,600

107/6,000

164/5,800

115/4,000

115/4,000

145/3,800

1,275

1,200

2,105

1,525

1,705

2,595

0.959

0.49

0.34

0.01

0.035

0.06

0.011

0.01

0.04

0.52

0.328

0.55

0.019

0.023

0.029

0.01

0.0356

0.01

Environmental Data
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Kia Motors has made every effort in enhancing fuel
efficiency. And, fuel efficiency is directly related to fuel
consumption and CO2 emissions.  Better fuel efficiency is a
shortcut to sustainable utilization of resources and air quality
enhancement. Kia Motors recorded an average corporate
fuel efficiency of 11.3 / in 2004, representing 8% growth
from 10.5 / in 2002. For gasoline vehicles, fuel efficiency
improved by approximately 2% to mark 11.8 / , and for
diesel vehicles, it was up by 11% to 10.9 / .

Average Fuel Efficiency
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Diesel Vehicles
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Kia Motors introduced Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) in 1998
to evaluate environmental impact throughout the entire
process from production, to use and disposal. So far, LCA
has been conducted on bumpers (1999), crash-pads (2000),
fenders/hoods (2004), and in 2003 comparative LCA was
performed on diesel and gasoline engines at the same time.
Since 2004, we have performed Total Car LCA by car unit. We
are working hard to apply eco-design from the product
development stage through constant LCA data accumulation
and the LCA system for engineers.

Life Cycle Assessment, Eco-Design

Perform LCAIdentify major issuesImprove environmental

aspects

Determine environmental

specifications

Development of
Environment-friendly
vehicles

Kia Motors strives to develop products with minimum
environmental impact from design and production to
dismantling. Kia Motors has promoted the recycling initiative
under the goal of developing vehicles that are more
environment-friendly. Under the initiative, the recycling rate
of products has been assessed by a recycling rate evaluation
program carried out be engineers and set up through our
intranet in October 2002. Efficient dismantling technology,
which is applicable from the design stage, has been studied
constantly since 1998. Furthermore, material marking was
initiated in 1992 to help in sorting materials during
dismantling and hence facilitate recycling. Moreover, to
conform to overseas regulations, Kia Motors has duly
practiced material marking ever since then. Kia proactively
responds to European laws and regulations on car
dismantling and heavy metal usage. Developing alternative
materials to heavy metals holds the key to reducing use of
hazardous materials.  Also, lead- free fuel tanks and lead-free
coatings are examples of achievements in this effort. Kia
works to develop alternatives to such materials and auto
parts, whose usage is expected to be banned sooner or later
by laws and regulations.  At the same time, we distribute
manuals on efficient dismantling to other companies. 

Increasing Recycling Rates 

Recycling

Alternative
Material

Development

Life Cycle 
Assessment

Environment-friendly

Product

Development
In order to make efficient use of resources, Kia Motors develops easily

recyclable materials and design parts with ease of dismantling in mind.

Production
Efforts are made to reduce the amount of waste from the production

process and recycle them.

Product use
In order to minimize the load on the environment during use, a recovery

and recycling system for used parts is being instituted.

Disposal
Research is in progress for efficient dismantling technology, recycling

technology to make use of used parts and heat recovery from the

remnants of dismantled vehicles.

Recycling through Life cycle of Vehicle

Models Applicable

2004 ~ 2005 new models

2006 ~ 2007 new models

2008 ~ 2xxx new models

Recyclability Recoverability

85% over 89% 

over 95% 

over 88% 

over 95% 

over 90% 

over 95% 

95% 

T h e  P o w e r  t o Surprise
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In an effort to promote environmental preservation, Kia
Motors continuously studies various recycling technologies
on discarded auto parts and began to utilize them in new car
manufacturing. Plastic and rubber parts that can easily be
disassembled have become a fundamental area of research
for our R&D department. Kia Motors, for the first time in the
world, developed paint film removal technology allowing for
recycling of coated bumpers. And now, we are developing a
technology to segregate large plastic parts by material, such
as dashboards, in whici many different kinds of materials are
used. Establishment of a model plant for dismantling and
automobile recycling has provided extra momentum for out
efforts in this area. Against this backdrop, Kia Motors
categorized its recycling objectives into three stages, under
which detailed targets have been formulated.

Recyclability Recoverability
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Integrated System for Dismantling Design: 
DfD Solution

Design for Disassembly (DfD) technology has been actively
researched since 1998. DfD makes considerations for ease of
dismantling from the design stage. In particular, DfD design
technology has been developed jointly with a local university
to establish optimum design guide techniques and it has
been applied to Kia Motors own recycling assessment
program RAIS (Recyclability Assessment Information System
in design process) in 2001. And since 2004, Kia has engaged
in the national project of developing the DfD Solution System
to facilitate car recycling. Kia Motors believes that designing
cars for higher dismantling efficiency can be achieved by
utilizing RAIS and other evaluation system results in
connection with the specialist system presenting optimum
designing principles. And the DfD Solution System has
additional features: virtual technology implementation
through dismantling simulation, FEM analysis and automatic
generation of dismantling and assembly maps based on
CAD data. These upgraded aspects enable the DfD Solution
System to automatically generate design alternatives.

Material Marking

Kia Motors marks 50% of materials used in auto parts at
minimum under the Material Marking Standard. This is
applied to all product models to ensure easy sorting and
collecting of discarded auto parts that consist of various
materials, such as steel, non-ferrous metals and plastic. At Kia
Motors, we also satisfy European regulations mandating
material marking on plastic weighing 100g or over and
rubber parts weighing 200g or over.

Software Solution for Type Approval Certification

As a response to ever-intensifying European regulations on
dismantling and on certification of car recycling type
approval, Kia Motors is developing software to calculate
recycling rate availability and re-manufacturing availability
ratio, which will be fully activated in June 2005. The software,
in line with BOM (like RAIS), is activated in a Web-based
environment. As it allows for direct input from engineers,
data reliability is easily maintained and flexibility of response
to changes in the system operation environment is
guaranteed. With the availability of real-time evaluation,
users can refer to BOM information for assessment results at
the time of evaluation. The software will be used effectively
for certification acquisition after the type approval is granted.

Material Marking (Plastic Injection Mold Parts) Material Marking (Plastic Container) Material Marking (Rubber Parts)

Recycling rate Assessment Software 

The recycling rate of a product is assessed during the
development and design stages of a new vehicle. Kia Motors
developed the RAIS (Recyclability Assessment Information
System) for the design process, which is a Web-based
software for designers, used to evaluate the recyclability of a
product in association with Bill of Material (BOM). We began
using the system in earnest in October 2002. 
The recyclability assessment program allows the designer to
input data and make assessments of the recyclability of
materials, their ease of dismantling, and the recyclability of
components. The system also allows for comparative evaluation
of competitor products providing guidelines for further
improvement of technologies on dismantling and recycling.

Publication of Green Car 
Design Guidelines for Engineers 

Reflecting environmental regulations of various kinds, as well
as environmental friendliness and economic value, Kia
Motors introduced the green design concept, used from the
very beginning stage of car design to achieve more efficient
recycling afterwards. In December 2004, Kia published a
green car design guideline book with the goal of introducing
the concept of green design, promoting re-manufacturing of
discarded materials, and supporting auto part design which
is conducive to the minimization of the environmental
burden. The book is used widely by the Kia Motors Design
Team and other affiliates to insert green, or environment-
friendly elements into car manufacturing.

A. Development and Design : 
Recycling Design Technology

Recyclability Assessment Information System Guidelines on Environment-friendly engineering
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materials, enhance

environmental friendliness
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Paint Recycling

Kia Motors strives to control chemicals and develop waste-
reducing technology in order to achieve environmental
preservation and productivity enhancement at the same time
by boosting efficiency of resource utilization. It is believed that
a discarded paint sludge recycling project underway will
greatly contribute to waste reduction by turning discarded
paint, which is environmentally toxic, into a car sealant. At
present, the focus is on recycling and post-management of
waste.  Over time, Kia plans to establish a Zero-Emission
System by reducing the environmental burden. Meanwhile,
commensurate with the UN Convention on Climate Change,
which grabbed the attention of the whole world, Kia Motors
will develop new renewable energy sources while reducing
CO2 and implementing sorting/collecting technologies.
Additionally, Kia Motors does its best to minimize
environmental impact, such as water and air quality
degradation and odor.

B. Production : 
Development of Technologies 
on Production Environment

Auto Part Recycling Technology

Kia Motors develops auto part recycling technologies to
conform to domestic and overseas regulations, increase the
value of discarded cars, and manufacture safe vehicles with
recycled auto parts. Recyclability will further be enhanced
when technologies are developed to diagnose the life cycle of
functional parts, forecast durability and guarantee product
quality. It is expected that Kia Motors will soon be able to
offer high quality replacement parts to customers who own
out-dated vehicles and thereby provide customer satisfaction
and reduce maintenance costs at the same time.

C. Product Use : 
Recycling Used Parts

Dehydration

Pelletizing

Developing into 

high value-added materials

Car sealer

Auto body
steel/structure

bonding

Body load coating Body steel strips

Reduction in Hazardous Materials

Kia Motors makes strenuous effort in responding to
environmental regulations, reducing hazardous materials, and
expanding the application of environment-friendly materials.
Lead-free materials that Kia Motors uses to satisfy related
regulations include fuel tanks, steel, electro- deposition coating,
cable, brake pads, wheel balance weights and bulb glass. Kia
also relies on steel bearings and baring lead and bush whose
lead content is comparatively low. We also lessened the amount
of lead that had been used in rubber vulcanizing and stabilizing
agents while eliminating cadmium from adhesives for thick film.
Such efforts are part of Kia Motors strong commitment to the
application of environment-friendly materials. Since completing
the development of technology replacing hexavalent chromium
of electrically-plated zinc with trivalent chromium, Kia Motors
plans to apply the new technology in phases from 2005 so that it
can finally conform to European regulations on heavy metals. 

International Dismantling Information System
(IDIS) 

Kia Motors joined the International Dismantling Information
System (IDIS) in January 2004 and since then, has systematically
controlled its use of heavy metals and hazardous materials,
thereby establishing a solid foundation for the development of
environment-friendly vehicles. In the meantime, we
independently developed and put a second-generation in-
house management system on a pilot trial while providing a
series of training courses to all suppliers. IDIS -based
management of auto parts materials will be expanded in
application in accordance with Kia Motors phased plans to be
fully prepared for European regulations on heavy metals, and
afterwards, reduce environmentally hazardous materials and
increase environmental friendliness.

Dismantling Manual

A dismantling manual has been distributed to the European
region where ELV regulations are in effect. Kia Motors has joined
the IDIS (International Dismantling Information System) and
provided dismantling information for 18 models including
Bongo III, and dismantling information for new models will
continued to be updated.
A dismantling manual in DVD form has been distributed to local
dismantling-related organizations and affiliates to provide
information on the International Dismantling Information System
(IDIS), the type used in Europe. Kia Motors included the Korean
language in IDIS, and a Web- based version and DVD have been
added to provide the same dismantling manuals for all models
in the domestic market.

IDIS Web site in Korean

International Material Data System

Coating process Discarded paint
(2.4~5.1kg/unit)

Incineration

Recycling 
(cement ingredient)

IMDS Utilization Plan

www.kia.co.kr
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Paint Recycling Technology Development Procedure

control use of hazardous
materials

develop environment-friendly
vehicles

IDIS DVD Package
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Handling of Explosive Parts 

For safe and efficient handling of discarded airbags, seat
belt / buckle pretensioners and other explosive parts, Kia
Motors developed separate and integrated explosive material
and wireless treatment facilities while preparing manuals. In
the meantime, Kia has maintained close partnership with the
European Automobile Manufacturers Association (ACEA)
and the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association
(JAMA) in preparation for international standards on
explosive parts handling. By forming close and cooperative
relationships with overseas organizations and developing
airbag  handling technology independently, Kia Motors is
fully prepared not only for Japan s dismantling regulations
but for European policies on prior disposal of explosive parts,
which is still under discussion.

Dismantling Technology Development 
& Auto Recycling Center

Kia Motors established an Auto Recycling Center in
November 2004, which is designed to develop recycling
equipment for dismantling as well as an operation system.
Kia is now standardizing the process and pilot operation is
scheduled for June 2005. The Auto Recycling Center has a
processing capacity of 4,000 units at maximum and is located
on a site of 2.55 acres with floor space of 3,834m2. The center
handles the dismantling process through eight consecutive
steps:Car disassembly registration, explosive parts handling,
preliminary treatment, liquid collection, exterior material
disassembly, engine/ transmission disassembly, and
compression                        

To save dismantling time, Kia Motors applies automatic
controls on the volume of waste and recyclable auto parts, as
well as dismantling tools. Kia is also equipped with a
Recyclability/ Monitoring System. When the Auto Recycling
Center acquires design technologies that facilitate
disassembly, material recycling, re-manufacturing,
disassembly tools and recyclability monitoring, through pilot
operation, these will be shared with related affiliates and
subsidiaries. This is part of Kia Motors commitment to
reducing wastes and thereby, building a sustainable society
where resources are recycled and circulated.      

D. Disposal : 
Dismantling Technology

Separate and Integrated Handling Tool of  Explosive Parts

Prior treatment Explosive 
part processing Fluid collection Exterior 

disassembly
Interior 

disassembly
Engine transmission 

disassembly
Body compression

tires 
batteries

airbag 
seatbelt pretensioner

fluids
oil filter

lamps
bumpers 
glass

sheets 
dashboard
trim

engine
transmission
catalysts

body compression
batteries
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ELV Recycling Center

ELV Disassembly Procedures

Chamber for Explosion 

Fluid Recovery Equipment
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Automobile Shredder Residue (ASR)

Since 2000, Kia Motors has joined forces with prestigious
colleges in Korea to develop optimized technologies for ASR
recycling.  Built on the database resulting from the joint
research, Kia has been initiating the government s project for
ASR recycling since 2004 with public organizations and
colleges. 
The automotive wrecking industry, relevant research centers
and colleges participating in the project are developing highly
efficient material selection technologies while also
constructing a pilot plant. Technologies to reconvert ASR to
heat and energy that can meet stronger environmental
regulations have also been developed.  In the future, Kia
Motors will build and operate facilities needed to select
materials and recover heat in coordination with other
concerned parties in the industry in order to reduce ASR,
thereby minimizing possible environmental consequences.

Recycling of Rubber Weather Strip

Rubber is a functional material, applied where vibration,
noise, and sealing are required. Mostly, rubber is used for
functional parts such as engine mounts, weather strip and
hose. Rubber s original attributes of elasticity come from a
chemical reaction, called vulcanization, based on sulfur and
peroxide generating thermo-setting properties that do not
allow further resolving under heat. For this reason, it has
been generally accepted that rubber is not recyclable.
However, Kia Motors became the first in the world to grind
rubber into fine powder (grain size: 100 ) at room
temperature, and steel cores are removed by a high-
efficiency cross - shearing technique. Also, surfacing
technology was used to make recycled rubber into weather
strip, thereby realizing the creation of high value-added
technology. By developing technology to recycle
thermosetting resin, which had been difficult to recycle, Kia
Motors would own highly valuable environmental
technology and secure a technological advantage on rubber
material recycling. The development of this technology has
already contributed to increasing the recycling of discarded
vehicles by 0.4% to 0.5%. 

Weather Strip Recycling

The upcoming discarded bumper recycling system, in
particular, will allow for continuous bumper collection in
large volume and hence, stable provision of quality materials.
The system takes on special meaning because the collected
bumpers are turned into high value-added car materials and
thereby enable practical conversion of waste into efficient
resources. By not using discarded bumpers made of low
quality materials, Kia Motors is convincing customers of the
quality of its replacement parts. In particular, Kia expects to
relieve customers of economic burden by providing
replacement bumper covers for old models at a lower price
than the traditional price for authentic products. For this
significant achievement, Kia Motors was granted the Jang
Young Shil Award in February 2005 by the Ministry of
Science and Technology (MOST).

Parts Recycling Technology

Recycling Bumper
The bumper is a functional auto part that absorbs impact and
consists of a bumper cover and back beam, which take up
the largest volume among its plastic parts. Bumper covers
are coated for aesthetic purposes and are therefore difficult to
recycle. On the other hand, the back beam is made of Glass
Mat Thermoplastic, which is hard to pulverize and does not
recover its original physical properties through recycling. So,
for effective recycling, the development of coating film
removal technology and high-strength materials with
property recovering attributes is required. To this end, Kia
Motors has developed a paint removal system that is
completely different from the conventional system and uses
highly-pressurized water to remove 100% of the paint. The
system sprays water at high pressure on the painted surface
of the bumper to remove paint. It is a revolutionary and
environment-friendly technology, as it creates no secondary
pollution.
As for the bumper back beam, Kia Motors has developed a
sealed   pulverizing and re-compounding technology that
enables flexible adjustment of strength and formality. These
technologies are currently being applied in engine
undercovers for diesel engines in various models such as the
Sorento and the Bongo III. These innovative approaches
earned Kia the Korea New Technology (KT) Mark, granted by
the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST). In 2004, for
the first time in Korea, Kia began collecting discarded
bumpers from auto dismantling sites and maintenance
shops and recycling them into bumper covers for
maintenance purposes and engine undercovers. This
environment-friendly resource recycling system will be put
into full operation in 2005. 

Paint Coat Removal with High pressured Water Bumper After Paint Coat Removal Engine Undercover from Recycled GMT Back-beam
Rejected
Weather
Strip

Rejected Weather Strip Rubber Powdering System Surface Activation 
Treatment

Recycled Weather Strip

www.kia.co.kr
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Weather Strip Recycling Flow : Rubber Powdering Technology
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In the meantime, the internal parts of vehicles consist of
materials that improve appearance and feel, pad materials to
absorb external shocks and create more cushions, and other
materials to maintain shape. All these materials are
immiscible with each other and bonded by hot welding or
adhesives. Therefore, it was common wisdom that the
materials could not be recycled as mixed plastic or returned
to a heat source. However, most leading automakers are
developing technologies to unify all these materials to
improve the recycling rate of car parts as well as to avoid
using PVC. 
In 1999, Kia Motors transformed door trim consisting of PVC,
PP foam pad and resin felt into polypropylene resin (TPO, PP
form pad and mixed PP) and became the world’s first
automaker to mass-produce the material.  Due to this
achievement, Kia Motors was awarded the Prime Minister
Award from the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Energy
(MOCIE) in 2001. 

Development of Environment-friendly Materials
and Engineering Methods

Recently, the environment has become one of the most
important considerations in product development. During
rapid industrialization and urbanization, natural resources
were dilapidated; pollutants and waste are being generated
beyond the self-regenerating capacity of the nature.
Environmental pollution is one of the most urgent issues
facing human beings in the 21st century.   
Today, being environment-friendly is a matter of survival for
automobile companies around the world. For instance, ELV
(End of Life Vehicle) came into effect in October 2000 in
Europe. The directive aims to put limits on the use of heavy
metals and increase recycling of old cars. Automakers failing
to abide by the directive will face a critical blow to exports. 

Development of PVC-free Multi-layered 
Single-material Interior Parts 

HEADLINING SUNVISOR

CASH PAD
DOOR TRIM

PP FOAM

RESIN FELT

PVC SHEET

Product : Front/Rear Side
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Sectional View

In addition, controversy over the environmental harm caused
by PVC sheet in vehicles is heating up. Regulations on toxic
gases generated by burning PVC are being toughened. All
these situations inevitably force leading automakers around
the world to struggle to develop environment-friendly
alternatives and Kia Motors is no exception. We began
developing PVC-free materials in 1996 to ensure the health of
our customers and live up to environment regulations around
the world. As a result, we succeeded in using TPO sheet in
door trim in 1999 and acquired the KT mark in 2000, which is
awarded to domestic companies for excellent technologies.
In 2001, Kia Motors also succeeded in mass production of
large crash pads, which was thought to be impossible in the
past. Now, crash pads are applied to most of Kia Motors
vehicles. Kia plans to adopt vacuum-forming technology to
all Kia vehicles and other parts and components including
headlining and sun visors. 

Primer + Adhesive TPO SHEET

PP FOAM

PP

Laminated Paper (Thermal Bond)
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Third Party Verification Report

Overall evaluation of the report:
Good                                   Fair                                            Poor

Comprehensibility:
Easy to understand         Fair                                          Difficult to understand

Amount of information in the report:
Too much                        Adequate                           Not enough

What is good about the report?
Editing and layout        Sophistication of information Available data      Design

Environmental history       Greetings from CEO         Environmental Declaration              
Environmental policies     Policies on environmental activities            
Environmental management strategies and sustainability goals               
Economic results          Environmental vehicles of future         
Environmental products       Environmental management system 
Green purchasing system    Legal compliance              Efficient use of resources      
Reduction in environmentally hazardous material emission   
Environmental impact evaluation       Clean production technology  
Environmentally friendly service system BASIC movement              Employee relations  
Supplier relations  Customer relations  Relations with the local community

Can you give us specific reasons for your interests in those areas?  
(                                                                                                                                                                             )  

What are some areas we can improve on? (Refer to Question 2.)

Area Reason

What would you like to see in KIA Environmental & Social Report?

Please tell us what we can do for environmental preservation and sustainable development.

Name

e-mail

Let us know if you want to receive KIA 2005 Environmental & Social Report

Thank you very much for answering the questionnaire.

Please send your completed questionnaire to us via Fax (82-2-3464-6734) or e-mail (ecoKIA@kia.co.kr).

Q1

Kia Motors Corporation, Environmental Management Team

What are your areas of interest? (Check more than one if applicable.)

Area Reason

Questionnaire
on  Kia 2005 Environmental & Social Report

In its Environmental & Social Report 2005, Kia Motors has attempted to disclose its successes in environmental,

social and economic endeavors.

Your valuable opinions will be used to improve the Environmental & Social Report  2006.

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Sex

Age

Workplace
or School

Phone

Address (Phone:                                                ) 

BSI Korea has verified the environmental achievements and the product development described in Kia
Environmental & Social Report 2005. The section on greenhouse gases was excluded because it requires
additional verification procedures and methods. Kia Motors is held accountable for colleting and reporting all
information in the report. The expression verification indicates to review and confirm the information in the
report and provide opinions about it. The report was generated based on data from three Kia Motors offices in
the Sohari Plant, the Hawasung Plant, and the Kwangju Plant and Environmental Technology Research Center.
As this verification report is for the use of management, we hereby clarify that we are not responsible for
indemnifying any kind of cost, loss, damage or liabilities incurred by third-party use of this verification report. 

BSI Korea verified the safety, accuracy and consistency of the report through documents and on-site review. We
compared data submitted by each site with the report and visited the Hwasung Plant to check real environmental
achievement and management. 

Verification was carried out on sample data submitted by sites. In other words, verification is based on neither all
the data collected at each site nor actual calculation. As we visited only one out of four sites including the
Environmental Technology Research Center, there may be unnoticed inconsistencies or errors.  

Despite the aforementioned limits, the verification team confirmed that the information in the Kia Environmental
and Social Reports 2005 were based on truth. Inconsistencies and errors detected during verification were
properly adjusted and reflected in the verification report. 

Environmental Management System ISO 14001 researchers, Ahn Sang-ho, Yoo Sang-geun and Yang In-mok
took part in the verification. They have experience in the automobile industry and report verification but have no
interest in or relationship with BSI Korea. 

March 7, 2005

Scope of Verification 

Criteria & Procedures

Limits of Verification

Conclusion

Verification Staff
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